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1 Introduction

This article deals mainly with the acceptability conditions of the polarity itemssome
andany. These items have two things in common: they are existential quantifiers1

and their occurrence is restricted to certain configurations. They differ though in that
their distribution obeys different requirements, as can bebest appreciated when they
are placed in the scope of a clausemate negation: whilesomecannot be interpreted in
the semantic scope of a clausemate negation, but can appear in a positive unembedded
sentence,anyshows the opposite properties.

(1) a. *John didn’t understand something.2

b. John understood something.
c. John didn’t understand anything.
d. *John understood anything.

This paradigm seems to call for a simple unifying explanation, wherebysomeandany
have opposite requirements vis-à-visnegation,and are therefore in complementary dis-
tribution (such an idea has been put forward in the early daysof the study of polarity
items by Klima (1964)). Unification is, I think, a desideratum of any theory of po-
larity. But the complementary distribution hypothesis is plagued by so many apparent
counterexamples—(2), where negation is in a superordinateclause with respect to the
polarity items, is one of them—that many if not all researchers have long discarded it.

(2) a. It’s not the case that John understood something.
b. It’s not the case that John understood anything.

1There is a debate about the quantificational force of the Negative Polarity Itemany: some, e.g. Quine
(1960), argue that it is a wide-scope universal quantifier, but I consider that Fauconnier’s (1978) arguments
for analyzing it as a narrow-scope existential quantifier are compelling. For example, (i) can be used truth-
fully in a situation in which there are four men among the ten under discussion about whom the speaker has
no uncertainty (because he knows Susan didn’t marry them):

(i) I wonder if Susan married any of those ten men. [modified from Fauconnier 1978, ex. 34]

2The asterisk is meant to exclude the reading wheresomeis interpreted in the semantic scope of negation;
the sentence is grammatical withsomeinterpreted above negation.
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In fact, it is a primary goal of this article to show that despite numerous and compelling
appearances to the contrary,someandanyare indeed in complementary distribution in
the specific sense that they cannot be licensed3 on the same constituent. I emphasize
the termconstituent,as the theory developed herein shows that constituents are checked
for the acceptability of the Polarity Items (PIs) they contain, and that this checking
procedure is recursive. I call ‘domain’ of a PI a constituentupon which its licensing is
evaluated: not all domains of a PI are domains on which it is acceptable, but in order
to be licensed, a PI must be acceptable on at least one domain.Licensing occurs once
such a domain is found;someandanycannot be licensed on the same domain but can
surface in the same position, albeit through different derivational histories.

I will follow—and substantiate—the generally accepted view that polarity items are
sensitive to some semantic property: it is standardly assumed, at least for NPIs, that
this property is a generalized notion of negativity, namelydownward-entailingness,
the capacity to reverse the direction of entailments.4 My claim that PIs are sensitive
to the monotonicity of the constituents they find themselvesin might seem trivial, as
it follows naturally from the popular assumption that negativity and generalized no-
tions thereof are operative in the acceptability of PIs, butmany researchers prefer to
view licensing in terms of a structural relation between a PIand an operator equipped
with certain features (negativity and downward-entailingness are seen, in this strand of
theories, as features); in that sense, the actual logico-semantic properties of syntactic
environments are deemed immaterial by those researchers. In a word, this article is a
defense of a conservative view, where monotonicity w.r.t. aPI is the controlling factor
of its licensing.

The structure of the article is the following. Section 2 shows that the mono-
tonicity of environments, i.e. of constituents, is the property that PIs are sensitive to
(the evidence comes from cases of so-called flip-flop, i.e. cases where the addition
of a downward-entailing expression licenses (anti-licenses) a PI which would be anti-
licensed (licensed) without it): this fact is established for NPIs and PPIs alike. In
section 3, I bring to light novel data about the relations between PIs and show that a PI
can only be licensed on a given domain if the other PIs contained in that domain are
licensed within it: this is what I call ‘dependency’. Section 4 further substantiates this
claim: it deals with the monotonicity disruption caused by scalar implicatures, and it
uses the various loci of interpretation of the PPImustas an indicator that the licensing
of a PPI can be checked on various constituents; this sectionalso establishes that PPIs
of thesome-type are anti-licensed in the complement of the environments where NPIs
of theany-type are licensed. The cyclic procedure that this article shows to be at work
is analyzed in detail in section 5. Given thatsomecan only be licensed in the envi-
ronments whereany is anti-licensed and vice versa, the way is paved for a unification
of the PPI and the NPI phenomena (section 6): I propose that the latter reduces to the
former, i.e. that NPIs are just PPIs licensed by modificationin hostile environments.

3In this article, I use the termlicensefor NPIs and PPIs alike, and in so doing, I depart somewhat from
standard usages which reserve the termlicensefor NPIs. In my usage,licensemeans ‘mark as grammatical’;
to be licensed, a PI must be acceptable on some constituent (further conditions apply, which are analyzed in
this article); once a PI is licensed, it can no longer be unlicensed.

4I do not discuss alternative proposals which don’t rely on downward-entailingness, such as Linebarger
1980 and Giannakidou 2002.
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The next two sections argue against other accounts (some hypothetical in 7, others real
in 8). The last section 9 deals with some problems that the article leaves open.

2 Reviving Flip-flop

In this section I lay the groundwork for the rest of the article. To clarify the discussion,
I am going to distinguish two kinds of approaches, the operator-based one and the
environment-based one.

1. Hypothesis1 (H1): Theoperator-basedapproach: the acceptability of a given PI
π depends on a structural relationship betweenπ and an operator, e.g. negation,
i.e. the bearer of a negative feature. This hypothesis is disqualified in section
2.2.1.

2. Hypothesis2 (H2): This is the environment-basedapproach, which takes the
controlling factor of the acceptability of PIs to be the monotonicity (upward vs.
downward-monotonicity) of their syntactic environment w.r.t. them.

The evidence against H1 and in favor of H2 comes from flip-flop with all kinds of PIs
(weak and strong NPIs, PPIs).

2.1 Operators or Environments?

Anycan occur in the scope of negation and of a number of other expressions. A promi-
nent idea since the mid-seventies (i.e. since work by Fauconnier (1978) and Ladusaw
(1979, 1980)) is that NPI licensing expressions share the property of reversing the di-
rection of entailment in their argument. Since these arguments need not be of type
<t>, we need a generalized notion of entailment:

(3) Cross-Categorial Entailment (⇒)
a. For p, q of type<t>: p⇒ q iff p = 0 or q = 1.
b. Forf, g of type<σ , t>: f ⇒ g iff for all x of type σ : f (x) ⇒ g(x).

Next, we can define downward-entailingness as follows:

(4) A functionf of type<σ , t> is downward-entailing (DE) iff for all x, y of type
σ such that x⇒ y: f (y) ⇒ f (x).5

Negation is a DE function; the determinerat most threeis a DE function too (as we
verify for its left argument):

(5) a. J red carK ⇒ J carK
b. At most three people own a car⇒ At most three people own a red car.

5Similarly, we define upward-entailingness:

(i) A function f of type<σ , t> is upward-entailing (UE) iff for all x, y of typeσ such that x⇒ y: f (x)
⇒ f (y).
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Under the standard DEness-based account,any is only acceptable (in other words is
licensed) in a given sentenceS if it is in the syntactic scope of a DE function (this
condition holds at LF):

(6) Fauconnier-Ladusaw’s Licensing Condition:An NPI is only grammatical if
it is in the scope of anα such thatJαK is DE.

The condition correctly predicts thatany is licensed in the nuclear scope ofat most
three:

(7) At most three people understood anything.

The operator-based account of licensing is widely accepted(von Fintel 1999, Guerzoni
2006, Szabolcsi 2004, Gajewski 2009 a.o.). On this view, downward-entailingness is
a characteristic property of a class of expressions in the scope of which weak NPIs
are licensed; this doesn’t mean—this distinction is important but is not always made
explicitly—that downward-entailingness itself is operative in licensing. In other words,
operator-based licensing is not tied up with entailment reversal in the position of the
NPI: it only commits itself to a structural relationship between an item and an operator
(a natural way to think about this is in terms of agreement; Guerzoni (2006) fully
endorses this perspective, and claims that weak NPIs check an NPI feature with a
licenser either by feature movement or by QR).

Gajewski (2005) proposes an alternative DEness-based account, whereby syntactic
constituents themselves can be DE:

(8) A constituent A is DE with respect to the position ofα (JαK∈Dσ ) iff the func-
tion λx.J A[α/vσ ] Kg[vσ→x] is DE.6

Gajewski replaces the operator-related requirement by therequirement thatanyappear
at LF in an environment that supports downward entailments (I will henceforth refer
to accounts which require DEness of syntactic environmentsas environment-based ac-
counts).

(9) Environment-related Licensing Condition (after Gajewski 2005):An NPIα
is licensed in sentenceSonly if there is a constituent A ofScontainingα
such that A is DE w.r.t. the position ofα.

This move makes room for NPIs licensed by a combination of expressions which, with-
out denoting DE functions themselves, create a DE environment (as argued for e.g. in
Heim 2003 about NPIs inthan-clauses); it also takes into account the potential disrup-
tive effect of expressions whose presence in the same constituents as the NPI might
disrupt its licensing by interfering with the downward-monotonicity of the constituents

6We straightforwardly define upward-entailingness for constituents:

(i) A constituent A is UE with respect to the position ofα (JαK∈Dσ ) iff the function
λx.JA[α/vσ ]Kg[vσ →x] is UE.
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δ yes black
ε yes pink
ζ yes black
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θ yes black
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tie? color?
α yes red
β yes red
γ yes red
δ yes red
ε yes red
ζ yes red
η yes red
θ yes red
ι yes red
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tie{ λ no —
µ no —
ν no —

Table 1: Intuitive verification of DEness

in question.7 The reader might have noticed that the licensing condition encompasses
an existential quantification: this is because checking thelicensing ofany globally
(i.e. on the maximal constituent containing the NPI) makes incorrect predictions with
regard e.g. to the following sentence:

(10) It is not possible that John didn’t understand anything.

The whole sentence (10) is upward-entailing (the two negations cancel each other out)
w.r.t. the position of the NPIanything. Yet the NPI is licensed. Similarly, the co-
occurrence of the DE-function denoting expressionat most fiveand ofn’t creates a UE
environment. Butanythingis licensed:

(11) At most five people didn’t understand anything.

To see that the global environment created by the composition of the two DE functions
is UE, suppose that at most 5 people are not wearing a tie, as illustrated in the left-hand
side Table 1 (the domain contains 13 people); it doesn’t follow that at most 5 people
are not wearing a red tie (Jred tieK ⇒ J tie K), therefore the context is not DE. Whenever
at most 5 people are not wearing a red tie, as illustrated in the right-hand side Table 1,
at most 5 people are not wearing a tie: the context is UE.

In order for the environment-related approach to be empirically adequate, the li-
censing condition cannot require thatanybe licensed on the maximal constituent. It
must require that it be licensed onsomeconstituent, in other words that there be some
constituent which is DE w.r.t. the position of the NPI.

The observation of sentences such as (10) has prompted the near consensus that the
presence of two DE expressions can never give rise to flip-flop: it doesn’t seem that an
NPI is licensed when it is outscoped by an even number of DE expressions and anti-

7The disruptors I have in mind are scalar implicatures, cf. Chierchia 2004 and section 4 of this paper, as
well as presuppositions, cf. Homer 2008, 2010c.
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licensed when it is outscoped by an odd number of DE expressions. Put differently, it
is generally assumed that evenness doesn’t matter to the licensing of NPIs.

The claim that I defend in this article runs counter to this consensus: I argue that
flip-flop does exist. However it is hard to detect since an NPI only needs to be ac-
ceptable in one constituent. Cases where flip-flop emerges are cases in which some
constraint imposes that the licensing of the NPI be checked on some constituent which
fails to be DE w.r.t. the NPI (due to the presence of an even number of DE expressions).

From an operator-based perspective, flip-flop is a rather obscure notion. Gram-
mar normally doesn’t count, i.e. there are no known instances where grammaticality is
determined by a number, e.g. the number of occurrences of a given item.

The environment-based approach is best suited to account for flip-flop, as it natu-
rally takes into account the contribution of all the expressions in the syntactic context
of a polarity item. It also derives in a straightforward way the disruption effects caused
by certain expressions which co-occur with the NPI. In the next section, I present ev-
idence for the first of the two phenomena, namely flip-flop (thesecond phenomenon,
disruption, is dealt with in section 4.1) and I examine the following formulation of the
environment-based hypothesis:

Hypothesis2a (H2a): Global acceptability: In order for PIπ to be acceptable
(therefore licensed) in sentenceS, Smust have the appropriate monotonicity w.r.t.
the position ofπ .

This hypothesis is immediately challenged by (2) (a PPI and an NPI are equally ac-
ceptable in the same position) and I complete the case against it in the next section.

2.2 Flip-flop with Weak NPIs

2.2.1 French Weak NPIs

In this article, I mainly deal with weak NPIs (with the exception of section 2.3). I use
the termweak,as everybody else in the literature, to refer to polarity items that appear
in a relatively large number of contexts.StrongNPIs (i.e. (i.) strict NPIs e.g.in years,
yet, eitherand (ii.) minimizers e.g.a red cent) are licensed in a proper subset of the
contexts where weak NPIs are licensed: for example, they arenot licensed in the scope
of strictly DE expressions such asat most five people.In this article I want to keep the
termsweakandstrongas theory-neutral as possible (as it is not clear at this stage what
underlies this weak-strong distinction) and use them in a relative sense.

No French NPIs appear in more contexts than[wh-phrase] que ce soit, quelque NP
que ce soitandquiconque:8 therefore they jointly form the category of French weak
NPIs, per the convention I’m following.

It is sometimes claimed that minimizers (e.g.lift a finger, sleep a wink, bat an
eyelash, a single thing,etc.) are not genuine NPIs, and that their distribution reflects
the demands of the presupposition of a hiddenevenco-occurring with them, rather
than the desiderata of the items themselves. With well-accepted NPIs e.g.ever and

8These three items or templates of items have some obvious morphological family resemblance. I touch
upon it in section 6.
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anyon the other hand, it seems clear that there is something intrinsic to their meaning
or their syntactic features that governs their distribution. I will not try to settle this
question in this article. My strategy is the following: I will study weak and strong
NPIs (including minimizers), but separately. Minimizers deserve to be included in this
investigation as they are subject to flip-flop (2.3), which indicates that grammar checks
their acceptability on constituents (the ultimate target of licensing is irrelevant to us).

We can show that[wh-phrase] que ce soitis not a minimizer, and therefore is
instructive about weak NPIs. There are two tests that serve to detect minimizers (also
known aseven-NPIs): they can be associated with an overteven(Rullmann 1996)
and they give rise to a negative bias in yes-no questions (Ladusaw 1979, Heim 1984,
Guerzoni 2003, 2004):

(12) (Did John do something to help?)

a. No, not even [a single thing]F .
b. *No, not even anythingF.

(13) a. Did John do a single thing to help?
Expected answer:he didn’t.

b. Did John do anything to help?
No negative bias.

By those two criteria,quoi que ce soitis not a minimizer:

(14) (Did Jean do something to help?)

a. Non,
no

pas
NEG

même
even

[le
the

plus
most

petite
small

chose]F .
thing

b. *Non,
no

pas
NEG

même
even

[quoi
what

que
that

ce
this

soit]F .
be.SUBJ

(15) a. Jean
Jean

a-t-
has

il
he

fait
done

la
the

plus
most

petite
small

chose
thing

pour
to

aider ?
help

‘Did Jean do a single thing to help?’
Expected answer:he didn’t.

b. Jean
Jean

a-t-
has

il
he

fait
done

quoi
what

que
that

ce
this

soit
be.SUBJ

pour
to

aider ?
help

‘Did Jean do anything to help?’
No negative bias.

The functions that create licensing contexts forquoi que ce soitare the same as for En-
glish weak NPIsanyandever: i.e. they are DE-function denoting expressions. Nega-
tion is the prototypical DE function:9

9For some speakers, including me, (16b) is not optimal, but itimproves with a modification by a relative
clause:

(i) Jean
Jean

n’
NEG

a
has

pas
NEG

critiqué
criticized

quoi
what

que
that

ce
this

soit
be.SUBJ

de
of

ce
this

que
that

j’
I

ai
have

dit.
said

‘Jean didn’t criticize anything I said.’

What seems to be the problem for those speakers is thatquoi que ce soitdislikes clausemate negations, as
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(16) a. *Jean
Jean

a
has

critiqué
criticized

quoi
what

que
that

ce
this

soit.10

be.SUBJ

b. Jean
Jean

n’
NEG

a
has

pas
NEG

critiqué
criticized

quoi
what

que
that

ce
this

soit.
be.SUBJ

The DE expressions in the scope of whichquoi que ce soit(like Englishany) is licensed
include negative quantifiers (over individuals and times) and DE determiners. It is also
licensed in antecedents of conditionals and yes-no questions:

(17) a. Jean
Jean

n’
NEG

a
has

jamais
ever

critiqué
criticized

quoi
what

que
that

ce
this

soit.
be.SUBJ

b. Personne
nobody

n’
NEG

a
has

critiqué
criticized

quoi
what

que
that

ce
this

soit.
be.SUBJ

c. Au
at

plus
most

cinq
five

personnes
people

ont
have

critiqué
criticized

quoi
what

que
that

ce
this

soit.
be.SUBJ

d. Jean
Jean

critique
criticizes

rarement
rarely

quoi
what

que
that

ce
this

soit.
be.SUBJ

e. Si
if

tu
you

critiques
criticize

quoi
what

que
that

ce
this

soit,
be.SUBJ

tu
you

seras
be.FUT

renvoýe.
fired

f. A-t-
has

il
he

critiqué
criticized

quoi
what

que
that

ce
this

soit ?
be.SUBJ

Downward-entailingness can be provided by a superordinatenegation (18a)-(18b) or
by an embedding verb (18c):

(18) a. Il
it

n’
NEG

est
is

pas
NEG

possible
possible

que
that

Jean
Jean

ait
have.SUBJ

critiqué
criticized

quoi
what

que
that

ce
this

soit.
be.SUBJ

‘It is not possible that Jean criticized anything.’
b. Je

I
ne
NEG

prétends
claim

pas
NEG

que
that

Jean
Jean

ait
have.SUBJ

critiqué
criticized

quoi
what

que
that

ce
this

it is perfectly acceptable in the scope of a superordinate negation (18). The fact that modification improves
wh-phrase que ce soitsignificantly suggests that it is sensitive to what goes by the name ofsubtrigging,
which refers to the licensing of an item by modification, cf. LeGrand 1975, Dayal 2004 and section 6.
Although it poses what looks like a ‘doughnut’ problem, I will use[wh-phrase] que ce soitthroughout my
examples, because unlikele moindre(‘the slightest’)—which has superficially the same distribution—it has
no appearance of belonging to the category of minimizers.

Notice that negation in French can be expressed using two negative markers,neandpas,which I gloss as
NEG. Only pasis necessary.

10Here I am describing the dialect of European French that I andmy consultants are native speakers of. In
a recent article, Francis Corblin (2010) describes what appears to be another dialect, in whichquoi que ce
soit doesn’t need a downward-entailing environment: it is licitunder non negatedcritiquer ‘criticize’ (see
the article for details).

(i) a. *Jean mange quoi que ce soit.
b. Jean critique quoi que ce soit.

In my dialect (ia) and (ib) are both completely impossible.
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soit.
be.SUBJ

‘I don’t claim that Jean criticized anything.’
c. Marie

Marie
dément
denies

que
that

Jean
Jean

ait
have.SUBJ

critiqué
criticized

quoi
what

que
that

ce
this

soit.
be.SUBJ

‘Marie denies that Jean criticized anything.’

The DE function can be separated from the licensee by more than one layer of embed-
ding:

(19) Il
it

est
is

impossible
impossible

que
that

Marie
Marie

pense
thinks

que
that

Jean
Jean

ait
have.SUBJ

critiqué
criticized

quoi
what

que
that

ce
this

soit.
be.SUBJ

‘It is impossible that Marie thinks that Jean criticized anything.’

By itself, the latter fact might suggest that locality playsno role in licensing. However,
a closer inspection reveals that the opposite is true.

To show this, I propose that we place an NPI in the scope of two DE expressions
instead of one. The globalist version of the environment-based approach H2a on p. 7
makes a prediction: it holds that the maximal constituent containing the NPI must be
DE w.r.t. its position, therefore the co-occurrence of an even number of DE expressions
above the NPI creates an upward-entailing environment in its position, leading to anti-
licensing. We have seen that the globalist version is too strong (page 6). But there are
certain configurations of two DE expressions which have exactly this anti-licensing ef-
fect in French (the predicateimpossible‘impossible’ denotes a DE function; it licenses
quoi que ce soit,as shown in (20)):

(20) Il
it

est
is

impossible
impossible

que
that

Jean
Jean

ait
have.SUBJ

fait
done

quoi
what

que
that

ce
this

soit
be.SUBJ

pour
to

aider
help

la
the

Mafia.
Mafia

(21) *Il
it

n’
NEG

est
is

pas
NEG

impossible
impossible

que
that

Jean
Jean

ait
have.SUBJ

fait
done

quoi
what

que
that

ce
this

soit
be.SUBJ

pour
to

aider
help

la
the

Mafia.
Mafia

So far the French facts are compatible with the hypothesis that licensing ofquoi que
ce soit is computed on the whole sentence, i.e. what I propose to label the ‘global
licensing’ hypothesis (aka global flip-flop). But anti-licensing only obtains when two
DE expressions are too ‘close’, in a sense to be determined. To see this, let us keep the
DE predicateimpossible‘impossible’, but let us change the second inducer of DEness
from negation into the restrictor ofsi ‘if’, a yes-no question or a negation in a higher
clause. We observe that the NPI is licensed:

(22) a. S’il est impossible que Jean ait fait quoi que ce soit pour aider la Mafia,
je lui présenterai mes excuses.
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‘If it is impossible that Jean did anything to help the Mafia, Iwill apolo-
gize to him.’

b. Est-il impossible que Jean ait fait quoi que ce soit pour aider la Mafia ?
‘Is it impossible that Jean did anything to help the Mafia?’

c. Non pas qu’il soit impossible que Jean ait fait quoi que ce soit pour aider
la Mafia.
‘Not that it is impossible that Jean did anything to help the Mafia.’

Likewise, adding a DE-function denoting expression to the embedding verbdémentir
‘deny’ (which denotes a DE function and licenses NPIs on its own, cf. (18c)) can lead
to anti-licensing:

(23) (Context:Jean is being accused of having connections with the Mafia. Neither
the speaker nor the addressee has any certainty about the facts. His wife Marie
is being interrogated and so far, she refuses to answer the questions about her
husband’s alleged mob connections. . . )11

*Pour
for

le
the

moment,
moment

Marie
Marie

ne
NEG

dément
denies

pas
NEG

que
that

Jean
Jean

ait
have.SUBJ

fait
done

quoi
what

que
that

ce
this

soit
be.SUBJ

pour
to

aider
help

la
the

Mafia.
Mafia

‘So far, Marie doesn’t deny that Jean did anything to help theMafia.’

(24) (Same context except that all the people being interrogated refuse to answer
the questions about Jean’s alleged mob connections. . . )

*Pour
for

le
the

moment,
moment,

personne
no one

ne
NEG

dément
denies

que
that

Jean
Jean

ait
have.SUBJ

fait
done

quoi
what

que
that

ce
this

soit
be.SUBJ

pour
to

aider
help

la
the

Mafia.
Mafia

‘So far, no one denies that Jean did anything to help the Mafia.’

If we keep the DE verbdémentir‘deny’ but change the second inducer of DEness from
negation into the restrictor ofsi ‘if’, aucun‘no’, a yes-no question, or a negation in a
higher clause, we observe that the NPI is licensed:

(25) a. Si Marie dément que Jean ait fait quoi que ce soit pouraider la Mafia,
elle ment.
‘If Marie denies that Jean did anything to help the Mafia, she is a liar.’

b. Aucun avocat qui dément que Jean ait fait quoi que ce soit pour aider la
Mafia n’est sincère.
‘No lawyer who denies that Jean did anything to help the Mafia is sin-
cere.’

c. Marie dément-elle que Jean ait fait quoi que ce soit pour aider la Mafia ?
‘Does Marie deny that Jean did anything to help the Mafia?’

d. Non pas que Marie démente que Jean ait fait quoi que ce soitpour aider
la Mafia.

11This situation is set up in this particular way because I wantto control for the interference of a semantic
strengthening phenomenon, whereby [not deny thatS] is reanalyzed as [admit thatS].
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‘Not that Marie denies that Jean did anything to help the Mafia.’

Therefore the global licensing hypothesis, which appearedto be inadequate for En-
glish, cannot be maintained for French either. A natural interpretation of the above two
contrasts ((i.) between (21) and (22); (ii.) between (23)-(24) and (25)) is that licensing
is indeed checked on constituents, but the nature of the eligible constituents (therefore
their size) is not arbitrary. Going back to the ungrammatical (21) and (23), the NPI is
anti-licensed, which means that it finds no constituents which are DE w.r.t. its position.
Recall that I use the term ‘domain’ to refer to a constituent upon which the licensing
of an NPI is checked; I will say that NPIα has at least one DE (or UE) domain in
sentenceS to mean that there is at least one constituent ofS which is DE (UE resp.)
w.r.t. the position ofα. In the embedded clause of (21) and (23),quoi que ce soithas
no DE domain. There is however one constituent of the sentence which provides the
desired context, namely the main VP. The data allow us to hypothesize that VP is not
an eligible domain—i.e. not an eligible constituent for thepurposes of the checking of
licensing—ofquoi que ce soit.It appears—this is simply a fact, that nothing yet allows
us to derive—that licensing has to be checked on a constituent which cannot be smaller
than PolP, for negation is necessarily included in the smallest possible domain. Notice
that I use the term PolP (Polarity Phrase) instead of the morecommon NegP: I assume
that positive sentences contain a PolP too; the operator that sits in the specifier of this
phrase determines the polarity of the clause, positive vs. negative.12 Although PolP is
an eligible constituent, we don’t know (yet) whether the smallest possible domain of
quoi que ce soitis not in fact larger than PolP. If we trust that (i.) the environment-
related approach is correct, (ii.) speakers are infallibleat computing the monotonicity
of contexts with more than one DE function in them and (iii.)au plus cinq personnes
‘at most 5 people’ sits in Spec,TP in (26), then we must say that the smallest possible
domain ofquoi que ce soitis smaller than TP: if it were not, then the DE quantifierau
plus cinq personneswould necessarily co-occur with negation in the smallest possible
domain of the NPI, leading to anti-licensing.

(26) Au
at

plus
most

cinq
five

personnes
people

démentent
deny

que
that

Jean
Jean

ait
have.SUBJ

fait
done

quoi
what

que
that

ce
this

soit
be.SUBJ

pour
to

aider
help

la
the

Mafia.
Mafia

‘At most five people deny that Jean did anything to help the Mafia.’

The NPI has an eligible DE domain in (27): this confirms (i.) that PolP is a subcon-
stituent of TP and (ii.) that it can be the smallest possible domain ofquoi que ce soit.I
will from now on assume that it is.

(27) Au
at

plus
most

cinq
five

personnes
people

n’
NEG

ont
have

pas
NEG

fait
done

quoi
what

que
that

ce
this

soit
be.SUBJ

pour
to

12There is no decisive evidence that negation is a head that attaches to the spine of the sentence rather than
a phrase sitting in the specifier of a Pol head.

I assume that there is only one negation per clause, and that it cannot move; I further assume that the
morphemesnot andn’t are not necessarily the spell-outs of negation itself, but instead markers which agree
with the actual (silent) negation, therefore their surfaceposition may not be an indication of where negation
is interpreted.
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aider
help

la
the

Mafia.
Mafia

‘At most five people didn’t do anything to help the Mafia.’

(28) TP

au plus 5 p. T’

T PolP

pas Pol’

Pol
. . .

VP

This is a highly simplified representation of clausal architecture; but I will assume
that it is correct. On any given clauseγ, the subconstituents of PolP, to the exclusion
of subconstituents contained in clauses embedded underγ, are not accessible to the
system that checks for the acceptability ofquoi que ce soit:this explains why the
presence of exactly two DE expressions in a superordinate PolP (21) anti-license it.

Against the backdrop of the assumptions defended here, the fact that (24) (repeated
as (29) below) is ungrammatical, indicates that negative quantifiers are interpreted
within PolP.

(29) *Pour le moment, personne ne dément que Jean ait fait quoi que ce soit pour
aider la Mafia.

This assumption is in line with the conclusion (Jacobs 1980,Ladusaw 1992, Geurts
1996, de Swart 2000, Zeijlstra and Penka 2005, Penka 2007, Iatridou and Sichel 2008),
inspired by cases of so-called Neg-split reading in Dutch, German and English,13 that
‘negative quantifiers’ spell out negation and an existential quantifier in its scope. In
other words, the negative element in a negative quantifier isno other than negation
(what is often referred to as sentential negation).

Given the anti-licensing brought about by two DE expressions in PolP in French, I
modify the environment-related licensing condition (9) slightly:

13With a modal verb (a quantifier over possible worlds) negative quantifiers give rise to so-called Neg-split
whereby the negative component is interpreted above negation, while the restriction is interpreted below the
modal:

(i) a. Ze
they

mogen
are allowed

geen
no

eenhoorn
unicorn

zoeken.
seek

(Dutch; Rullmann 1995, cited in Iatridou and Sichel 2008)
b. There is no unicorn x such that they are allowed to seek x. (wide scope)
c. What they are allowed to do is seek no unicorn. (narrow scope)
d. They are not allowed to seek a unicorn. (split scope)

(ii) No doctor has to be present.

a. There is no doctor x such that x has to be present. (wide scope)
b. It is not required that a doctor be present. (split scope)
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(30) Environment-related Licensing Condition (modified):An NPI α is licensed
in sentenceSonly if there is aneligible constituent A ofScontainingα
such that A is DE w.r.t. the position ofα.

The contrasts observed above are now explainable. There aretwo PolPs in (21) (like-
wise in (23)); but both are UE w.r.t. the position ofquoi que ce soit:the larger one
because it contains both the predicateimpossibleand negation, the smaller one be-
cause it contains no DE expression. In (22) (likewise in (25)), the two DE expressions
are not contained in all the same PolPs: the smaller PolP, which contains only one DE
expression, provides a DE context and is therefore favorable toquoi que ce soit.Now
consider (31), where two PolPs are again available.

(31) a. Il est impossible que Jean n’ait pas fait quoi que ce soit pour aider la
Mafia.
‘It is impossible that Jean didn’t do anything to help the Mafia.’

b. (Context: Jean claims that he didn’t do anything to help the Mafia; his
wife Marie, who will do anything to send him in jail, testifiesagainst
him. . . )
Marie dément que Jean n’ait pas fait quoi que ce soit pour aider la Mafia.
‘Marie denies that Jean didn’t do anything to help the Mafia.’

The NPI is licensed in the scope of two DE functions if one is inthe superordinate
clause while the other is a clausemate: this indicates that its licensing can be checked
on the smaller PolP, which contains a negation. On the largerPolP, the NPI is anti-
licensed, for the same reason that it is anti-licensed in (21) and (23)-(24). Since there
is at least one favorable eligible domain (embedded PolP), the NPI ends up licensed.
Let us sum up the observations about (21), (22a), and (31a) inthe LFs below. A word
about notation: the labelYP ➚x used in the representation of logical forms indicates

that YP is UE w.r.t. the position where the bearer of indexx is interpreted;YP ➘x
indicates that YP is DE w.r.t. the position where the bearer of indexx is interpreted.14

(32) a. (21): *[TP T [
PolP ➚1

pas impossible[CP que Jean T [
PolP ➚1

[quoi

que ce soit]1 faire t1 ]]]]
b. (22a): [

TP ➚1
[

CP ➚1
Si T [

PolP ➘1
impossible [CP que Jean T

[
PolP ➚1

[quoi que ce soit]1 faire t1 ]]]] T ]

c. (31a): [
TP ➚1

T [
PolP ➚1

impossible[CP que Jean T [
PolP ➘1

pas

[quoi que ce soit]1 faire t1 ]]]]

Let us now consider a case with three DE expressions. Our hypothesis rightly pre-
dicts thatquoi que ce soitis licensed in (33), because both the larger and the smaller
PolP provide a DE context forquoi que ce soit(each contains an odd number of DE
expressions above the NPI):

14Caveat: several objects might share the same index (due to the existence of traces), but the position that
the labels target is the position where the object gets effectively interpreted.
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(33) Il n’est pas impossible que Jean n’ait pas fait quoi que ce soit pour aider la
Mafia.
‘It is not impossible that Jean didn’t do anything to help theMafia.’

(34) [
TP ➘1

T [
PolP ➘1

pas impossible[CP que [TP Jean T [
PolP ➘1

pas[quoi

que ce soit]1 faire t1 ]]]]]

Lastly, our hypothesis predicts thatquoi que ce soitis acceptable in (35) because it is
in a DE environment in the entire sentence (due to an odd number of DE expressions
in that constituent). The sentence is fairly hard to judge, therefore it is imprudent to
build much on it. It seems clear however that it is better than(21), in which all eligible
domains that contain the NPI are UE w.r.t. its position.

(35) Non
NEG

pas
NEG

qu’
that

il
it

ne
NEG

soit
be.SUBJ

pas
NEG

impossible
impossible

que
that

Jean
Jean

ait
have.SUBJ

fait
done

quoi
what

que
that

ce
this

soit
be.SUBJ

pour
to

aider
help

la
the

Mafia.
Mafia

(36) [
TP ➘1

[
PolP ➘1

pas [
CP ➚1

[TP T [
PolP ➚1

pas impossible[CP que

[
TP ➚1

Jean T [quoi que ce soit]1 faire t1]]]]]]]

To conclude this section on French weak NPIs, there is evidence that certain weak NPIs
are sensitive to the monotonicity of their syntactic environments; the evidence comes
from configurations where two DE expressions co-occur in PolP, giving rise to flip-
flop.15 The data support the hypothesis that an NPI is licensed only if it is acceptable in
some eligible constituent. We can now discard the operator-based approach (H1 on p.
4), as it is not suited to account for flip-flop. The globalist version of the environment-
related approach (H2a on p. 7) is also disqualified.

2.2.2 English Weak NPIs

The French facts are—to some extent only—replicated in English. There are clear
cases where for some speakers,any is anti-licensed due to flip-flop, e.g. (37b).16

(37) a. It is impossible that John did anything to help the Mafia.
b. %It is not impossible that John did anything to help the Mafia.
c. Not that it is impossible that John did anything to help theMafia.

(37b) and (37c) form a pair that confirms the prediction of theenvironment-related ap-
proach relativized to eligible constituents: both sentences contain two DE expressions
outscoping the NPI, but they differ in the position of the negation: whilenot andim-
possibleare contained in all the same PolPs in (37b), there is a PolP in(37c) which
contains one and not the other. Similarly with the verbdoubt:

15Thus far, we have no explanation for the existence of what we have described as a smallest possible
domain of the NPI. Let us assume that this is a lexical requirement.

16Similar facts are noted in passing by Schueler (2005): the dialect he describes is obviously the one I
label dialect B below.
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(38) a. I doubt that John did anything to help the Mafia.
b. %I don’t doubt that John did anything to help the Mafia.17

c. %No one doubts that John did anything to help the Mafia.
d. Not that I doubt that John did anything to help the Mafia.

The evidence is mixed for the existence of domains of NPIs in English, since there
seem to be two dialects, one that accepts (37b), (38b) and thelike (dialect A), and
one (dialect B) which rejects them. But it is natural to assume that the unacceptability
of (37b) (and (38b)) is incompatible with operator-relatedlicensing (H1). In order to
explain the variation about (37b) and (38b), I propose that in the dialect of the speakers
who accept those sentences, the smallest possible domain ofany is smaller than the
smallest possible domain ofany in the dialect which rejects them (and also smaller
than the smallest possible domain ofquoi que ce soit). In the former dialect, this
domain can be VP, but it can actually be arbitrarily small. Suppose indeed that any
constituent qualifies as a domain forany: then there is at least one eligible constituent
which is DE w.r.t. the position ofanythingin (37b) and (38b), namely matrix VP.18

Summing up, flip-flop does occur with English weak NPIs. The lack of flip-flop
in one dialect doesn’t invalidate the environment-approach, because it is possible that
in that dialect the smallest possible domain ofany is smaller than in other dialects (or
even arbitrarily small).

2.3 Flip-flop with Strong NPIs

The claim made in this article that flip-flop exists in Englishis not unprecedented, but it
was made using strong NPIs. As far as I know, Schmerling (1971) was first to provide
evidence for it (a thingis an NPI of the minimizer kind):19

(39) a. *There was someone at the scene of the accident who dida thing to help.
b. There wasn’t anyone at the scene of the accident who did a thing to help.

17A semantic strengthening usually takes place with the verbdoubt: ‘John doesn’t doubt that p’is usually
not interpreted literally, rather, it is taken to mean that John is certain that p. Even when strengthening is
neutralized, the NPI is anti-licensed for the speakers who reject (38b):

(i) %I don’t particularly doubt that John did anything to help the Mafia.

18Notice thatany is licensed under negateddeny:

(i) a. So far, Mary denies that John did anything to help the Mafia.
b. So far, Mary doesn’t deny that John did anything to help theMafia.

Unsurprisingly,any is also licensed when the two DE expressions are not in all thesame PolPs.

(ii) Not that Mary denies that John did anything to help the Mafia.

This is an interesting puzzle: even in the dialect in whichanyhas a smallest possible domain at least as large
as PolP, the NPI is licensed under negateddeny.The most promising avenue to account for this fact seems
to be thatdenyis ambiguous and can meanmake a negative statement about(and that this ambiguity doesn’t
exist for Frenchdémentir). In this sense, it denotes a UE function. The composition ofa DE function with a
UE function is a DE function.
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c. There was someone at the scene of the accident who didn’t doa thing to
help.

d. *There wasn’t anyone at the scene of the accident who didn’t do a thing to
help. [Schmerling 1971, ex. 14]

(40) a. There was no one in the huge lecture hall who uttered a peep when
the distinguished linguist suggested that post-Bloomfieldian structural-
ist phonology and the theory presented inThe Sound Pattern of English
were notational variants.

b. *There was no one in the huge lecture hall who didn’t utter apeep when
the distinguished linguist suggested that post-Bloomfieldian structuralist
phonology and the theory presented inThe Sound Pattern of Englishwere
notational variants. [Schmerling 1971, ex. 16]

Oddly enough, it has not been noticed, to the best of my knowledge, that the NPIs that
Schmerling used in her examples, e.g.a thing, a peep,etc., are strong NPIs, specifically
minimizers. This fact is important, as the smallest possible domain of a PI seems to
be lexically determined, and we expect to witness differentsmallest possible domains
with different PIs or classes of PIs.

As a matter of fact, the intuitions of the speakers I have polled are not very robust
about those sentences which all involve an existentialthere-construction. But they are
very clear when it comes to more commonplace embeddings (thespeakers of the two
dialects I distinguished in section 2.2.2 on p. 15 agree):

(41) a. It’s impossible that John did a single thing to help the Mafia.
b. *It’s not impossible that John did a single thing to help the Mafia.

(42) a. I doubt that John did a single thing to help the Mafia.
b. *I don’t doubt that John did a single thing to help the Mafia.

When the higher DE expression doesn’t sit in the same PolP as the embedding verb,
the minimizers are acceptable:

(43) a. Not that it is impossible that John did a single thing to help the Mafia.
b. Not that I doubt that John did a single thing to help the Mafia.

Other strong NPIs exhibit the same behavior, for exampleyet:

(44) a. It’s impossible that John can understand this yet.

19In light of this paradigm (and of the rescuing facts with PPIs), Krifka (1992) builds a theory of PI-
licensing whereby an NPI and a DE operator above it form a PPI,and a PPI forms with a DE expression
above it an NPI: it is a theory where non-lexical PIs are created recursively. There is a further condition
which requires that the result of this recursive PI-formation process is not an NPI: in other words, every
sentence that contains a PI must not be a (non-lexical) NPI. This approach can be seen as an implementation
of the globalist environment-related approach H2a. Alas, the usual fatal objections carry over: it is not true
that a PPI cannot find itself in a global DE environment (witness (ia)) and it is equally false that an NPI
cannot find itself in the scope of two DE expressions (witness(ib)).

(i) a. It’s impossible that John understands something.
b. It’s impossible that John doesn’t understand anything.
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b. *It’s not impossible that John can understand this yet.
c. Not that it’s impossible that John can understand this yet.

These facts suggest that the acceptability of strong NPIs isnot computed on the entire
sentence, but rather on smaller constituents (no smaller than PolP). It is natural to
extend the proposal defended in this paper to those items andclaim that their licensing
is computed on syntactic domains too, and that not all constituents are eligible for this
computation. By the size of their smallest possible domain,they differ from weak NPIs
of the A dialect (p. 16).20

2.4 Flip-flop with PPIs

Positive Polarity Items are another category of items for which there is evidence—
although this claim has never commanded a firm consensus—that syntactic domains
play a role in the computation of their licensing. While NPIsneed to be licensed, PPIs
must not be anti-licensed. The indefinitesomeis a PPI because it cannot be interpreted
in the scope of a clausemate negation. Note that it is also anti-licensed in the scope
of a clausemate negative quantifier e.g.no one(the second generalization follows from
the first, under the assumption that negative quantifiers aremade up of negation and an
existential quantifier):

(45) a. When Fred speaks French, Jean-Paul doesn’t understand something.
*NEG > SOME

b. When Fred speaks French, no one understands something.
*NEG > SOME

c. When Fred speaks French, Jean-Paul never understands something.
*NEG > SOME

I show in the next two sections that genuine flip-flop exists with PPIs: a DE function
undoes the anti-licensing created by another DE function, just like a DE function ruins
the licensing created by another DE function in the case of NPIs, cf. (21).

2.4.1 No Anti-licensing by a Superordinate Negation

A superordinate negation doesn’t anti-license PPIs:

(46) a. I don’t claim that when Fred speaks French, Jean-Paulunderstands some-
thing. XNEG> SOME

b. It is impossible that when Fred speaks French, Jean-Paul understands
something. XNEG> SOME

c. No one claims that when Fred speaks French, Jean-Paul understands
something. XNEG> SOME

20Note that they also differ from weak NPIs of all dialects by the logical property that they are sensitive
too, if standard accounts, which claim that they are sensitive to anti-additivity, are correct (but see Gajewski
2009 for an interesting attempt at dispensing with anti-additivity in natural language). I define anti-additivity
on p. 35. Further research is needed to determine whether there is a connection between the strength of a
polarity item and the size of its smallest possible domain.
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d. I never claim that when Fred speaks French, Jean-Paul understands some-
thing. XNEG> SOME

The comparison of the above two paradigms (45)-(46) is very suggestive: it suffices that
negation be located in a distinct clause forsometo be licit under it, otherwise it is illicit.
Thereforesomeis clearly sensitive to the locality of the potential anti-licenser. The
local environment relevant for licensing cannot be arbitrarily small, though. Otherwise
somewould never be anti-licensed, contrary to fact, since it would always be possible
to find a constituent A such thatsomeoccupies the highest terminal node of A and
is therefore not c-commanded by negation or by a negative quantifier in A. Therefore
not all constituents are eligible for the computation of acceptability. I propose the
following provisional condition:

(47) Licensing Condition of some:Someis licensed in sentenceSonly if it is con-
tained in at least one eligible constituent A of S which is notDownward-
entailing w.r.t. its position.

This condition bears a striking family likeness to (30). Letus generalize:

(48) Licensing Condition of Polarity Items (to be revised):A PI π is licensed in
sentenceS only if it is contained in at least one eligible constituent A
of S which has the monotonicity properties required byπ w.r.t. to the
position ofπ .

We need to determine what constituents are eligible. We knowthat the smallest possi-
ble eligible domain ofsomemust contain negation (if the domain approach is correct),
otherwisesomewould be licensed under a clausemate negation contrary to fact (cf.
(45)): therefore I propose that the smallest possible domain of someis PolP.Someis
anti-licensed when outscoped by a clausemate negative quantifier (45b) because nega-
tion is present in the smallest PolP that containssome(recall that we consider negative
quantifiers as the spell-out of negation and an existential quantifier). The contrast be-
tween (45a) and (46a) is explained away once constituency istaken into account:

(49) a. (45a): *[
TP ➘1

Jean-Paul T [
PolP ➘1

not some1 understand t1 ]]

b. (46a): [TP T [
PolP ➘1

not sure [CP that [TP Jean-Paul T [
PolP ➚1

some1

understand t1 ]]]]]

The next section provides further evidence that the acceptability conditions ofsome
are environment-related. It also furthers our understanding of eligible domains ofsome
(evidence is put forward which shows that superconstituents of PolP are eligible do-
mains ofsome).

2.4.2 Rescuing

Also consonant with the hypothesis defended here are the cases where the narrow scope
of someis licit under a clausemate negation if another DE expression outscopes both
negation andsome. This is what Szabolcsi (2004) calls ‘rescuing’; it is, I submit,
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genuine flip-flop as the higher DE expression makes availablea constituent that is UE
w.r.t. the position of the PPI (the facts were already described in Jespersen 1909–1949,
Jackendoff 1969):

(50) a. I’m not sure that, when Fred speaks French, Jean-Pauldoesn’t understand
something. XNEG> SOME

b. If Jean-Paul doesn’t understand something, he has no notion of French at
all. XNEG> SOME

c. Everyone who doesn’t understand something has no notion of French at
all. XNEG> SOME

d. When Fred speaks French, at most 5 people don’t understandsomething.
XNEG> SOME

(51) a. (50a): [
TP ➚1

I T [
PolP ➚1

not sure [CP that Jean-Paul T [
PolP ➘1

not some1 understand t1 ]]]]
b. (50b): [

TP ➚1
[

CP ➚1
if Jean-Paul T [

PolP ➘1
not some1 under-

stand t1 ]] he T. . . ]
c. (50c): [

TP ➚1
[

DP ➚1
everyone[CP who [

PolP ➘1
not some1 un-

derstand t1 ]]] T . . . ]
d. (50d): [

TP ➚1
at most 5 peopleT [

PolP ➘1
not some1 understand t1

]]

These data allow us to hypothesize that PolP is not the only kind of constituent that
is eligible for the computation of the acceptability of PPIs: larger constituents are el-
igible. (50a) is not decisive, since it contains at least twoconstituents which are UE
w.r.t. the position ofsome,one of which is a PolP. But (50b), (50c) and (50d) are. In
(50b) and (50c)someis rescued because it is contained in the restrictor ofif andevery
respectively, and these are DE environments. Neitherif nor everyhowever is located
in a PolP. In (50d),at most 5 peopledoesn’t sit in PolP but in Spec,TP: therefore some
constituent, at least as large as TP, provides the environment on which the acceptability
of someis computed successfully.

Let us hypothesize that any superconstituent of (i.e. any constituent which asym-
metrically contains) PolP is an eligible constituent but nosubconstituent of PolP is
eligible; this condition applies to every clause, i.e. in a given clauseγ, the system that
checks forsomecannot scan a constituent that is asymmetrically containedin PolP (to
the exclusion of clauses embedded underγ). We correctly predict thatsomeis not res-
cued when there are two DE expressions in the superordinate PolP (instead of one, as
in e.g. (50a)).

(52) a. It is impossible that John doesn’t understand something.
Xn.s. of SOME

b. It is not impossible that John doesn’t understand something.21

*n.s. of SOME
c. Not that it is impossible that John doesn’t understand something.

Xn.s. of SOME
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(53) (52b): *[TP T [
PolP ➘1

not impossible [CP that John T [
PolP ➘1

not

something1 understand t1 ]]]]

Summary

In our view, rescuing is nothing but flip-flop applied to PPIs.We reach two conclu-
sions: (i.) licensing is computed on syntactic environments (i.e. constituents), (ii.) the
monotonicity of the constituents w.r.t. the position of PIsis what matters rather than
some structural relationship (precisely because flip-flop exists).

Interestingly, the environment-related approach is corroborated by the investiga-
tion of the two kinds of PIs, which suggests that there exist deep commonalities be-
tween them. The acceptability conditions ofanyandsomeare very similar: it suffices
that they are acceptable in some eligible constituent to be licensed. Both the opera-
tor-related approach (H1) and the globalist environment-related approach (H2a) are
disconfirmed by these data.

In the next section, I continue the exploration of the licensing of PIs and discard
another formulation of the environment-based hypothesis,i.e. the hypothesis that li-
censing of a given PI is done independently of the licensing of other PIs in its domain.

3 Dependency

A question that we have left unanswered so far is the following: is the acceptability of
a given PI independent from the acceptability of other PIs inthe same sentence? This
is what I call the ‘local and separate acceptability’ hypothesis:

Hypothesis2b(H2b): Localandseparateacceptability: For each PIπ in sentence
S, there is an eligible constituent A such thatπ is acceptable in A, i.e. A has
the appropriate monotonicity w.r.t. the position ofπ (the condition is restricted

21This example is important because other theories, in particular Szabolcsi’s (2004), make an opposite
prediction: her theory is operator-based, and as such it predicts that constituency doesn’t affect licensing.
Szabolcsi reports the following judgment (i) (her ex. 70) about a sentence with two DE expressions outscop-
ing a PPI in need of rescuing;

(i) I don’t regret that John didn’t come up with something. Xn.s. of SOME

The speakers I polled either disagreed with it or agreed withit but also accepted the benchmark sentence
(iia) (for a reason that might have to do with the presence of the particleup):

(ii) a. John didn’t come up with something. %n.s. of SOME
b. I regret that John didn’t come up with something. Xn.s. of SOME
c. I don’t regret that John didn’t come up with something. %n.s. of SOME

It bears also saying that narrow scope ofsomein (52b) is rejected by all speakers, even the speakers of A
who accept (iii). The discrepancy suggests that the idea that a PPI under a clausemate negation forms a
non-lexical weak NPI with negation (as Krifka 1992 and Szabolcsi 2004 have it) is empirically unwarranted.

(iii) It is not impossible that John understands anything.
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by the proviso—motivated by the unavailability ofsomein (1a)—that certain
constituents are not eligible for the verification of the acceptability ofsome).

This section shows that this hypothesis is not correct, using novel observations: a PI is
only acceptable in a given constituent if all other PIs in that constituent are acceptable
within that constituent. This fact not only corroborates the existence of domains, it also
reveals the cyclicity of licensing.

3.1 Multiple NPIs

Sentences which contain multiple NPIs raise an interestingissue: the following sen-
tence contains two NPIs, one in the embedded clause, the other in the matrix, and the
NPIs are separated by a DE expression; it is perfectly grammatical (in abstract repre-
sentations, I write an NPI asπ− and a PPI asπ+).

(54) a. Mary didn’t tell anyone that John didn’t do anything to help the Mafia.
b. [. . .not . . .π−

1 . . . [. . .not . . .π−
2 . . . ]]

Althoughanythingis acceptable on the embedded PolP (PolP1), it is not on the matrix
PolP (PolP2) or any superconstituent thereof. The NPIanyoneon the other hand is
only acceptable on superconstituents of the matrix PolP (PolP2).

(55) (54a): [TP Mary T [
PolP2 ➚1 ➘2

not anyone2 tell t2 [CP that John T [
PolP1 ➘1

not [anything]1 do t1 ]]]]

We don’t know a priori which of the following two branches of the alternative is correct:

1. Either the system checks the licensing on an item-per-item basis (this is Hypoth-
esis H2b on p. 21). For example, suppose it checks for the licensing of PIπk;
suppose constituent A contains the PIsπk andπl ; when scanning constituent A,
the system only checks the licensing ofπk and ignoresπl ; when the licensing of
πl is checked, the licensing ofπk can be ignored (this hypothesis is discarded in
section 3.2.1);

2. Or the acceptability of PIπ in constituent A is contingent upon the acceptabil-
ity of other PIs in A. This in fact amounts to saying that thereexist constraints
on the acceptability of constituents themselves (a constituent that contains unac-
ceptable PIs is not acceptable). Hypotheses H2c, H2d and H2eare three possible
instantiations of this idea:

- Hypothesis2c (H2c): Local and joint acceptability: There is an eligible
constituent A ofS such that A has the appropriate monotonicity w.r.t. the
positions of all PIs inS;

- Hypothesis2d (H2d): Local,dependent,andnon-cyclicacceptability: For
each PIπ in S,there is an eligible constituent A ofScontainingπ such that
π is acceptable in A and every PIπ ′ in A is acceptable in A too;
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- Hypothesis2e(H2e):Local,dependent,andcyclic acceptability: For each
PI π in S, there is an eligible constituent A ofS containingπ such that
π is acceptable in A and every PIπ ′ in A is licensedwithin A (which
means thatπ ′ is acceptable in A itself or in some other cycle, i.e. in some
subconstituent of A). I show that this hypothesis is correctin 3.2.1.

Sentences such as (54a) make a decisive case against the ‘local and joint acceptability’
hypothesis H2c and the ‘local, dependent and non-cyclic’ hypothesis H2d. The former
(H2c) requires that there be a constituent which has the appropriate monotonicity w.r.t.
all PIs, and this is not the case in the impeccable (54a): every constituent which con-
tains both NPIs is UE w.r.t. the position of the lower NPI; thelatter hypothesis (H2d)
requires that for each PIπ , there is a constituent A which has the appropriate mono-
tonicity w.r.t. the position ofπ and all other PIs in A: if this condition is enforced, then
the higher NPI can never be licensed.

The ‘local, dependent and cyclic’ hypothesis H2e on the other hand is empirically
adequate. It requires that for each PIπ there be a constituent A in whichπ is acceptable
and all other PIs in A are licensedwithin A: this is indeed the case because (i.) the lower
NPI can be licensed on the embedded PolP (PolP1); (ii.) the higher NPI can be licensed
on the matrix PolP (PolP2) without violating the acceptability condition. When the
licensing of the higher NPI is evaluated on PolP2, all that matters is that the lower NPI
be licensedwithin PolP2, which is indeed the case (it is licensed on a subconstituent
of PolP2): the licensing is cyclic in (54a) because the lowerNPI is licensed first, on a
subconstituent of the constituent where the higher NPI is subsequently licensed. We are
thus left with two hypotheses, H2b and H2e. It is now time to break the tie. This section
achieves this goal by producing new data about the interaction of PIs: the licensing of
a given PI is indeeddependenton the licensing of other PIs in the same sentence. The
data therefore substantiate the ‘local, dependent and cyclic’ hypothesis.

3.2 Multiple PPIs

Let S be a sentence and letS’ be a sentence embedded inS. Both S andS’ contain
a negation. To simplify matters, let us first consider cases where there is only one
occurrence ofsomein the structure. We know thatsomeis licit in the embedded PolP,
i.e. under the negation ofS’ (56) (it is rescued).

(56) X[S . . .not . . . [S′ . . . [ not . . . some . . . ]]]

We predict thatsomeis also licit when interpreted higher than the negation ofS’ (if
there is no other occurrence ofsomein the structure) since there is at least one con-
stituent where its position is UE, e.g.S’.

(57) X[S . . .not . . . [S′ some . . .not . . . ]]

The prediction is borne out.Somecan be interpreted inS’ higher than negation (if there
is no other clausemate occurrence ofsomelower than negation): this is demonstrated
by the coherence of the discourse in (58).

(58) a. —A: Everyone is hiding.
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b. —B: That’s exactly true, it’s impossible that someone isn’t hiding.

In other words, the licensing ofsomein B’s reply is checked on some constituent larger
than the embedded PolP but smaller than the matrix PolP, e.g.the embedded TP.Some
can also be interpreted lower than the negation ofS’ whether it is anin situobject as in
(50a) or a subject reconstructed under negation. The latterpossibility is evidenced by
the coherence of the discourse in (59).

(59) a. —A: Someone is hiding.
b. —B: That’s exactly true, it’s impossible that someone isn’t hiding.

The licensing ofsomein (59b), wheresomereconstructs under negation, is checked on
a constituent at least as large as the matrix PolP:

(60) a. (58b): [TP T [
PolP ➘1

impossible[CP [
TP ➚1

someone1 T [PolP not t1

hiding ]]]]]
b. (59b): [TP T [

PolP ➚1
impossible [CP [

TP ➘1
t1 T [

PolP ➘1
not

someone1 hide ]]]]]

The reconstruction of subjectsomeunder negation is not possible if the landing position
is one in which it is not rescued:

(61) Someone isn’t hiding. *NEG>SOME
J(61)K 6= ¬∃x[hide’(x)]

3.2.1 Two PPIs with Two Negations

Let us now move to a more complex case, in which there is more than one occurrence of
some:we are going to observe that the presence of a second occurrence ofsomeunder
the negation ofS’ constrains the locus of interpretation of subjectsomeonein the same
clause. This configuration is represented in (62): every constituent in which the lower
someis licensed is a superconstituent of the PolP ofSand is therefore a constituent in
which the highersomeis anti-licensed (it is DE with respect to its position):

(62) [S . . .not . . . [S′ some2 . . . [ not . . . some1 . . . ]]]

The ‘local and separate acceptability’ hypothesis H2b predicts that this configuration
is perfect: according to it,some1 can be licensed onS andsome2 can be licensed on
S’. The ‘cyclic acceptability’ hypothesis H2e predicts that it is ill-formed. In effect,
some1 is not licensed on or withinS’; it cannot be licensed onSeither—althoughS is
UE w.r.t. its position—becausesome2 is not licensed on or withinS: Sis DE w.r.t. the
position ofsome2, andsome2 cannot be licensed on any of the eligible subconstituents,
for they are all DE w.r.t.some1. In other words, for each PI, there is no constituent A
such that it is acceptable in A and all other PIs in A are licensed within A.

Let us check the predictions. First of all, observe that the narrow scope ofsome-
wherein (63a) under negation is excluded (the wide scope is possible but pragmatically
odd because it is extremely uninformative): there is no constituent wheresomewhere
is acceptable and pragmatically felicitous.
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(63) a. #Someone isn’t hiding somewhere. *NEG> SOMEWHERE
b. (63a): *[

TP ➘1 ➚2
someone2 T [

PolP ➘1
not somewhere1 t2 hide ]]

Let us now embed (63a). We obtain a minimal pair: compare (58b) and (64b).

(64) a. —A: Everyone is hiding.
b. —B: #That’s exactly true, it’s impossible that someone isn’t hiding some-

where.22

The only difference between (58b) and (64b) is that the latter contains an occurrence
of clausematesomeunder negation and is infelicitous: the only possible meaning of
B’s reply is paraphrasable as‘there has to be someone hiding somewhere’,which is
pragmatically deviant in context since it is weaker than A’sassertion: therefore B’s
declared claim of total agreement is out of place. This indicates that the co-occurrence
of two somein the embedded clause, one being in the embedded PolP and theother
being higher than negation (this configuration would yield the reading‘it is necessary
that everyone is hiding somewhere’), is precluded (it is exactly as degraded as the
baseline (63a)).

We are thus in a position to discard the ‘local and separate acceptability’ hypothesis
H2b. The ‘cyclic’ hypothesis H2e is corroborated: the system that checks the licens-
ing of the two PPIs is subject to irreconcilable demands: theonly constituents where
somewhereis licensed (i.e. superconstituents of matrix PolP) are constituents in which
someoneis anti-licensed, andvice versa.

(65) (64b): *[TP [
PolP ➚1 ➘2

impossible[CP [
TP ➘1 ➚2

someone2 T [
PolP ➘1

not somewhere1 t2 hide ]]]]]

(66b) however is perfectly felicitous: it contains two occurrences ofsome,both under
the embedded negation (the subjectsomeis reconstructed under negation). Reconstruc-
tion is the only viable option for subjectsomewhen there is a clausematesomeunder
negation. Superconstituents of the matrix PolP are constituents in which both PPIs are
licensed (on any smaller constituent they are anti-licensed):

22Baker (1970) gives the following example (ii) with two PPIs (someoneandstill) on either side of the
embedded negation. He doesn’t notice that the only reading of this sentence is one in which subjectsomeone
reconstructs under negation. The sentence is formally parallel to my (64b), and the explanation that I provide
holds for both sentences.

(i) a. John is still holed up in the cave.
b. #John isn’t still holed up in the cave.

(ii) You can’t convince me that someone isn’t still holed up in this cave. [Baker 1970, ex. 20]
Paraphrasable as:I’m sure that someone is still holed up in the cave.
Not paraphrasable as:I’m sure that everyone is still holed up in the cave.

McCawley (1998), p. 594, notes, about (iii), thatsomemust be interpreted in the scope of the lower negation
and concludes that negation ‘acts as if it is not within the subordinate S except for appearing on the tensed
auxiliary verb of that S’.

(iii) You can’t convince me that someone hasn’t already solved this problem.
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(66) a. —A: Someone is hiding.
b. —B: That’s exactly true, it’s impossible that someone isn’t hiding some-

where.

(67) (66b): [TP T [
PolP ➚1 ➚2

impossible [CP [
TP ➘1 ➘2

t2 T [
PolP ➘1 ➘2

not someone2 somewhere1 t2 hide ]]]]]

Summarizing, of these two configurations, only the second one is well-formed, in ac-
cordance with the prediction made by the cyclic hypothesis H2e:

(68) a. *[S . . .not . . . [S′ . . . some2 . . . [ not . . . some1 . . . ]]]
b. [S . . .not . . . [S′ t2 . . . [ not . . . some2 . . . some1 . . . ]]]

3.2.2 Adding a Level of Embedding

So far, we have considered cases where one of the occurrencesof someis in need of
rescuing. What happens if this is not the case, e.g. if we add alayer of embedding as
schematized below?

(69) [S . . .not . . . [S′ . . . some2 . . . [ not . . . [S′′ . . . some1 . . . ]]]]

For concreteness consider the acceptable (70a):

(70) a. Someone isn’t trying to hide somewhere.
b. (70a): [

TP ➘1 ➚2
someone2 T [

PolP ➘1
not try [CP [TP T [

PolP ➚1

somewhere1 hide ]]]]]

Somewhereis not in the scope of a clausemate negation since the controlpredicatetry
creates a biclausal structure. The licensing ofsomewhereis secured on at least one
constituent, namely the most deeply embedded PolP. There isno constituent where
someoneandsomewhereare licensed simultaneously, but the lower PPI is licensed on
some constituent contained in the constituent where the higher one is licensed. This is
a configuration which the cyclic hypothesis H2e predicts to be well-formed (some1 is
licensedwithin the constituent in whichsome2 is licensed). By the same token, if we
embed the sentence under a negation, we obtain a sentence which is coherent with A’s
statement in the following discourse (B’s replies forms a minimal pair with (64b)):

(71) a. —A: Everyone is trying to hide.
b. —B: That’s exactly true, it’s impossible that someone isn’t trying to hide

somewhere.

(72) (71b): [TP3 T [
PolP3 ➚1 ➘2

impossible[CP [
TP2 ➘1 ➚2

someone2 T [
PolP2 ➘1

not try [TP1 PRO2 T [
PolP1 ➚1

somewhere1 hide ]]]]]]]

We are thus led to hypothesize that the system can proceed cyclically: the lower PPI
in (71b) is licensed in PolP1 first, then the highersomeis licensed in TP2 (all PIs
contained in TP2 are licensedwithin it).

In (65) on p. 25 on the other hand, there is no room for such a cyclic procedure: on
all eligible constituents wheresomewhereis the only PPI present, it finds itself in a DE
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environment (and is therefore anti-licensed and cannot be licensed on another cycle).
And it cannot be licensed anywhere else, because every domain where it is acceptable
is a domain wheresomeoneisn’t.23

Summary

We have created ungrammatical configurations with two PPIs which all other known
accounts predict to be separately acceptable (one is in the scope of a clausemate nega-
tion but is rescued, the other is not in the scope of a clausemate negation). I propose
that the following condition be adopted:

(73) Licensing Condition of Polarity Items (final): A PI π is licensed in sentence
Sonly if it is contained in at least one eligible constituent Aof Swhich
has the monotonicity properties required byπ w.r.t. the position ofπ and
all other PIs in A are licensed within A.

The data confirm that the acceptability of PPIs is computed onconstituents in a cyclic
fashion. There is no reason to think that the licensing of NPIs works any differently;
but we cannot extend to NPIs the method that we used (having two PIs separated by
two anti-licensers), simply because it is a matter of logic that two UE expressions do
not compose into a DE expression (there is no flip-flop with UE expressions).

3.3 Co-occurrence of NPIs and PPIs

In this section, I present a new argument in favor of the environment-related approach
to the acceptability conditions of both NPIs and PPIs. Remember that the evidence for
domains of NPIs in English is mixed. There clearly exists a dialect of English in which
(38b) repeated as (74) below is acceptable:

(74) I don’t doubt that John did anything to help the Mafia.

Such facts have prompted general caution, if not skepticism, towards environment-
based approaches in the past. My own conclusion in section 2.2.2 p. 16 was that a
localist environment-related approach was not necessarily threatened by this example:
one could indeed hypothesize thatany, like Frenchquoi que ce soit,has a smallest
eligible domain, but this domain is smaller than the one of its French counterpart, and
might even be minimally small (i.e. it is the smallest constituent which contains the
NPI; the NPI is never licensed on this domain for want of a DE expression creating the
appropriate context, but the system is allowed to check it nonetheless).

23The minimally different (ib) is grammatical and felicitous: this is explained in section 3.3.3 p. 31.

(i) a. —A: Everyone is hiding.
b. —B: That’s exactly true, it’s impossible that anyone isn’t hiding somewhere.
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3.3.1 A PPI above an NPI, with One Negation

There is one prediction that follows from the ‘cyclic’ hypothesis H2e—the version of
the environment-related approach which has so far passed muster. If there exists some
procedure for checking the acceptability of polarity itemson the basis of constituents,
one expects to find constituents in which the opposite requirements of positive and neg-
ative polarity items create a tension that the system is unable to solve in any satisfying
way. Let me map out in an abstract and simplified way the kind ofsituations that I
have in mind. Assume that PPIπ+ is anti-licensed in a DE environment and NPIπ−

is licensed in a DE environment. Suppose that the checking procedure applies to con-
stituent XP and that there is no other constituent in the structure where licensing can
be checked. Suppose further that XP is UE w.r.t. the positions of bothπ+ andπ−.

(75) *[
XP ➚1 ➚2

. . .π+
1 . . .π−

2 . . . ]

On this constituent, the NPIπ− is anti-licensed: this, by virtue of the general licensing
condition (73) p. 27, suffices to rule out the outcome, although the PPIπ+ is acceptable
(by hypothesisπ− cannot be licensed on another cycle). A symmetric situationarises if
XP is DE w.r.t. the positions of both polarity items: this time the requirement of the PPI
is left unsatisfied, leading to unacceptability, while the NPI is acceptable. Notice that
in this situation the NPI can have an arbitrarily small minimal domain: it needs to find
at least one constituent in which its position is DE. Findingsuch a constituent won’t
suffice if this constituent happens to also contain a PPI (perthe licensing condition
(73)).

(76) *[
XP ➘1 ➘2

. . .π+
1 . . .π−

2 . . . ]

If English any,as I claim, is licensed on a domain, we should be able to witness the
clashes that the theory predicts. We actually do. Observe what happens in a sentence
e.g. (77b) which contains only one DE expression (namely negation) outscoping the
PPIsomeand the NPIanyin that order (in paradigm (77) the a., b., and d. sentences are
controls). The output is unacceptable, as predicted: the constituents on whichanything
is possibly acceptable contain an unacceptablesomeone;conversely, the constituents
on whichsomeoneis potentially acceptable contain an unacceptableanything.Neither
PI can be licensed on a separate cycle (this is an instantiation of the abstract (76)).

(77) a. It is impossible that John stole anything.
b. *It is impossible that someone stole anything.
c. It is impossible that someone stole something.
d. It is impossible that anyone stole anything.

(78) (77b): *[TP T [
PolP2 ➘1 ➘2

impossible [CP that [
TP ➚1 ➚2

someone2 T

[
PolP1 ➚1

anything1 t2 steal t1 ]]]]]

Adding a level of embedding doesn’t salvage the sentence, because the sources of
the unacceptability of (77b) carry over to (79b) (in paradigm (79) the a., b., and d.
sentences are controls):
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(79) a. It is impossible that Fred thinks that John stole anything.
b. *It is impossible that someone thinks that John stole anything.
c. It is impossible that someone thinks that John stole something.
d. It is impossible that anyone thinks that John stole anything.

(80) (79b): [TP T [
PolP2 ➘1 ➘2

impossible[CP that [
TP ➚1 ➚2

someone2 T t2

think [CP [TP John T [
PolP1 ➚1

anything1 steal t1 ]]]]]]]

In brief, dependency leads to ungrammaticality when all theeligible domains of NPI
π−

k which are DE w.r.t.π−
k contain PPIπ+

l and all the eligible domains of PPIπ+
l

which are UE w.r.t.π+
l contain NPIπ−

k .24

3.3.2 A PPI above an NPI, with Two Negations

We are now going to add a negation; this will provide other cases where dependency
restricts the possible readings that obtain with an NPI and aPPI. Preliminary to this, ob-
serve that the PPIsomeonecan reconstruct under negation only if in this reconstructed
position the PPI is in a UE environment, which happens e.g. ifthere is a DE expression
in the superordinate clause (compare (81b) and (82b)).

(81) a. —A: No one is eating.
b. —B: #That’s exactly true, someone isn’t eating. *NEG>SOME

(82) a. —A: Someone is eating.
b. —B: That’s exactly true, it’s impossible that someone isn’t eating.

NEG>NEG>SOME

The string‘it’s impossible that someone isn’t eating’is ambiguous: the PPI need not
be interpreted in its reconstructed position; when it isn’t, the constituent on which the
PPI is licensed is e.g. the embedded TP.

(83) a. —A: Everyone is eating.
b. —B: That’s exactly true, it’s impossible that someone isn’t eating.

NEG>SOME>NEG

In light of this consider (84), which we are going to embed under a negated attitude:

(84) Someone isn’t eating anything.

(85) (84): [
TP ➘1 ➚2

someone2 T [
PolP ➘1

not anything1 t2 eat t1 ]]

The string‘it’s impossible that someone isn’t eating anything’is not ambiguous (unlike
the equivalent sentence without objectanything). The reconstruction of the subject

24Merchant (2000) notes that an NPI in the restrictor ofsomecannot be licensed by a negation above
some.He ascribes this anti-licensing to a conflict between the need of someto be interpreted (together with
its restriction) above negation and the antagonistic need of any to be interpreted below. The facts are easily
derived in my theory, becausesomeis anti-licensed in its smallest possible domain.

(i) *Robin didn’t read some books that any students read. [Merchant 2000, p. 148]
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someoneis impossible, for licensing reasons: when the NPI and the PPI co-occur in
PolP (as is the case when the subject PPI reconstructs), their conflicting demands lead
to a polarity clash (being in PolP, the PPI is in its smallest possible domain and thus
cannot be licensed on a separate cycle).25

(86) a. (i) —A: Someone is eating.
(ii) —B: #That’s exactly true, it’s impossible that someoneisn’t eating

anything.
(iii) —A: Everyone is eating.
(iv) —B: That’s exactly true, it’s impossible that someone isn’t eating

anything.26

(87) a. (86aii): *[TP T [
PolP ➚1 ➚2

impossible[CP [TP t2 T [
PolP ➘1 ➘2

not

someone2 anything1 t2 eat t1 ]]]]]
b. (86aiv): [TP T [

PolP ➚1 ➘2
impossible [CP [

TP ➘1 ➚2
someone2 T

[
PolP ➘1

not anything1 t2 eat t1 ]]]]]

These data are enlightening because they confirm the existence of domains ofsomeas
well asany(even for dialect A, in which flip-flop could not be evidenced directly).27

3.3.3 An NPI above a PPI

Some important refinement is in order: we need to consider what happens when the
NPI and the PPI are flipped.

(88) [XP . . .π− . . .π+ ]

(89b), where the PIs are clausemates, is far better (it is perfect for some speakers, for
others it is marked but acceptable) than (77b). (90b) is universally accepted without

25The opposite situation obtains when the PI under negation isa PPI instead of an NPI (cf. (64b) and
(66b)).

26Notice that a PPI and an NPI can co-occur in the same clause, therefore the clash that I’m describing
cannot be due to some general incompatibility between NPIs and PPIs within the same clause.

27After Baker (1970), Ladusaw (1979) considered cases of so-called ‘double negatives’, i.e. rescued PPIs.

(i) a. You can’t convince me that someone hasn’t already finished the exam.
*NEG>SOME>NEG; NEG>NEG>SOME

b. You can’t convince me that someone hasn’t finished his examyet.
NEG>SOME>NEG; *NEG>NEG>SOME

[Ladusaw 1979, ex. 24, p. 181]

He noticed that the only available interpretation of (ia) isone in which, in modern terms, the subject is
reconstructed under negation. He also noticed that replacing the PPI with an NPI, as in (ib) has the opposite
effect: this time the subject cannot reconstruct under negation. To account for these facts, Ladusaw resorts
to a special form of negation,not2 found only in double negatives:

‘Not2 carries a conventional implicature that someone has believed until recently that the
proposition in its scope was true’ (e.g. in (ia)‘someone has already finished’).

Positing a special form of negation (with maximal scope overthe embedded clause) predicts that NPIs should
not be allowed in ‘double negatives’ (but they are, as shown in this section), and doesn’t explain the scope
pattern of subjectsome.These facts however follow naturally from the hypothesis developed herein.
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reservations (compare with (79b)).

(89) a. It is impossible that anyone stole a camera.
b. It is impossible that anyone stole something.

(90) a. It is impossible that anyone thinks that John stole a camera.
b. It is impossible that anyone thinks that John stole something.

The sentences are grammatical provided that the PPI is licensed on its local PolP, before
the licensing of the NPI is checked. This option is what differentiates the grammatical
(89b) and (90b) on the one hand from the ungrammatical (77b) and (79b).

(91) a. (89b): [TP T [
PolP ➘1 ➘2

impossible [CP [TP anyone2 T [
PolP ➚1

something1 t2 steal t1 ]]]]]
b. (90b): [TP T [

PolP ➘1 ➘2
impossible[CP [TP anyone2 T think [CP John

T [
PolP ➚1

something1 t2 steal t1 ]]]]]]

We correctly predict that replacingsomewith any in (64b) on p. 25 produces a gram-
matical and felicitous sentence: there is at least one domain on which the NPI is ac-
ceptable, namely the matrix PolP and the same is true of the PPI (licensed in the same
domain).

(92) a. —A: Everyone is hiding.
b. —B: That’s exactly true, it’s impossible that anyone isn’t hiding some-

where.

(93) (92b): [
PolP ➚1 ➘2

impossible[CP [
TP ➘1 ➚2

anyone2 T [
PolP ➘1

not

somewhere1 t2 hide ]]]]

Summary

This section has established that the acceptability of PIs isdependenton the acceptabil-
ity of other PIs in the same domain. We have also provided evidence for the existence of
a cyclic checking mechanism. In the next section, I provide further evidence in favor
of domains and cyclicity, using scalar implicature triggers (and their (anti)-licensing
effects on NPIs and PPIs) and the scope of deonticmust.

4 Further Evidence for Domains

4.1 Monotonicity Disruption

4.1.1 NPIs and Monotonicity Disruption

Prior to this article, some have argued that the licensing ofweak NPIs is sensitive to
the meaning of constituents. This is the case of Chierchia (2004) in particular, who
provides a semantic/pragmatic explanation of so-called intervention effects on weak
NPIs. It has been known since Linebarger 1980, 1987 that the presence of certain
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quantifiers (e.g.every, always), of numerals, ofbecause-clauses and of conjunction
between an NPI and the closest DE expression above it causes the anti-licensing of the
NPI.

(94) a. *When Fred speaks French, John doesn’t always understand anything.
b. *When Fred speaks French, not everyone understands anything.
c. *When Fred speaks French, it’s not the case that everyone understands

anything.
d. *John didn’t understand anything because it was easy but because he is

smart.
e. *John didn’t drink wine and any soda.

Compare with:

(95) a. I doubt that anyone understood anything.
b. John didn’t drink wine or any soda.

Chierchia observes that the interveners form a natural class: they are strong scalar
items. For example,or belongs to the scale<or, and>, andevery,to the scale<some,
every>. In light of this generalization, he proposes that these items trigger scalar impli-
catures (SIs), and that these inferences, when computed in conjunction with the literal
meaning, are monotonicity-breakers, hence the observed anti-licensing of NPIs. What
is important about this analysis is that it explicitly uses the meaning of constituents (a
strengthened meaning which corresponds to the truth-conditional meaning augmented
with scalar implicatures) for the computation of the licensing of weak NPIs, in line
with this article’s proposal.

Here is how the disruption effect arises, according to Chierchia’s analysis. First of
all, scalar implicatures are computed on constituents, recursively and in a bottom up
fashion. For any expression E,JEKALT is the set of alternatives to E. If E doesn’t contain
any scalar terms, thenJEKALT =JEK; in principle, E can contain more than one scalar
term, but scalar implicatures, Chierchia claims, are computed locally as soon as their
trigger appears; once a given scalar item enters the recursion, the alternatives it induces
are computed; as the recursion proceeds, if another scalar term appears, the alternatives
it induces do not compose with the alternatives of any previously introduced items.28

Therefore for all E,JEKALT only yields the alternatives induced by the topmost scalar
item in it. Let A be a set of alternatives andβ a member of that set: Chierchia writes
as Sβ (A) the weakest member of the set A which asymmetrically entails β .

Second, alongside the plain meaning of a given constituentγ, written asJγK, gram-
mar provides a strengthened meaning, written asJγKs, which is the conjunction of
truth-conditional meaning and of scalar implicatures:

28Chierchia provides an example:

(i) a. some student smokes or drinks
b. LF: [ some studenti [ ti smokes or ti drinks]]
c. J[ ti smokes or ti drinks]KALT = { [smoke’(xi ) ∨ drink’(x i )], [smoke’(xi ) ∧ drink’(x i )]}
d. J[ some studenti [ ti smokes or ti drinks]]KALT = {some’(student’)(smoke’∨ drink’),

many’(student’)(smoke’∨ drink’), every’(student’)(smoke’∨ drink’)}
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(96) JγKs = JγK ∧ ¬SJγKJγKALT

If it is the strengthened meaning that is relevant to the computation of NPI licensing,
we straightforwardly derive the disruption effects. In effect, strong scalar items in
downward-entailing contexts triggerindirectscalar implicatures (elsewhere, they don’t
trigger scalar implicatures).29

(97) Not everyone understands.

a. J (97)K = ¬∀x [person’(x)→ understand’(x)]
b. Scale:<some, every>
c. J (97)KALT = {[¬∀x [person’(x)→ understand’(x)]], [¬∃x [person’(x)∧

understand’(x)]]}
d. Implicature:¬SJ(97)KJ(97)KALT = ¬¬∃x [person’(x)∧ understand’(x)]

(‘Someone understands.’)
e. J (97)Ks = ¬∀x [person’(x)→ understand’(x)]∧ ∃x [person’(x)∧ under-

stand’(x)]
(‘Not everyone but someone understands.’)

The position ofα in (98a) is DE if the plain meaning is taken into account:

(98) Not everyone understandsα.

a. [[Not everyone]α1 understands t1 ]
b. J simple thingK ⇒ J thing K
c. Not everyone understands a thing.
d. Not everyone understands a simple thing.
e. Not everyone understands a thing⇒ Not everyone understands a simple

thing.

But it is non-monotonic, hence not DE, when the strengthenedmeaning is taken into
account:

(99) a. J(98c)Ks = ¬∀x [person’(x)→ understand’(x,thing’)]∧ ∃y [person’(y)∧
understand’(y,thing’)]

b. J(98d)Ks = ¬∀x [person’(x)→ understand’(x,simple-thing’)]∧ ∃y [per-
son’(y)∧ understand’(y,simple-thing’)]

c. J(98c)Ks 6⇒ J(98d)Ks

d. J(98d)Ks 6⇒ J(98c)Ks

The following LF shows thatanyhas no DE domain if, as Chierchia claims, indirect
scalar implicatures are obligatorily factored into the computation (a remark about nota-
tion: the label YP ≍x indicates that YP is non-monotonic w.r.t. the position in which

29Chierchia derives the distribution of NPIs from a semantic property and from a pragmatic principle
which rules the use of the items that have this semantic property: he builds on Kadmon and Landman’s
(1993) idea that the domain of quantification ofany is a widened one and argues thatany is acceptable on a
given constituentγ only if the strengthened meaning ofγ is logically stronger than the strengthened meaning
of the constituent in which the plain indefinitesomereplacesany. This happens in exactly those cases in
which any is in a DE context. For the sake of simplicity, my presentation doesn’t contain a comparison of
the strengthened meanings of the alternatives withanyand the ones withsome.
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the bearer of indexx is interpreted):30

(100) (94b): *[
TP ≍1

T [
PolP ≍1

not everyone anything1 understand t1 ]]

4.1.2 PPIs and Monotonicity Disruption

Just likeany,PPIsomeis sensitive to the effect of so-called interveners.Someis licit
under a clausemate negation if a certain kind of elements intervene (when this hap-
pens,someis ‘shielded’): these happen to be the very elements which create so-called
intervention effects on NPIs, i.e. (certain) quantifiers, numerals,because-clauses, and
conjunction. I claim that this is not an accident.

(101) a. When Fred speaks French, Jean-Paul doesn’t always understand some-
thing. Xn.s. of SOME

b. When Fred speaks French, not everyone understands something.31

Xn.s. of SOME
c. John didn’t understand something because it was easy but because he is

smart. Xn.s. of SOME
d. John didn’t drink wine and some soda. Xn.s. of SOME

Insofar as the disruption effects created by strong scalar terms on NPIs bear witness to
the role of environments (cf. 4.1.1), the PPI facts (which are in this respect the perfect
mirror image of the NPI facts, compare (94) repeated as (102)below and (101)) suggest
that the anti-licensing of PPIs is environment-based and that the monotonicity of the
environment is what matters to licensing.

(102) a. *When Fred speaks French, John doesn’t always understand anything.
b. *When Fred speaks French, not everyone understands anything.
c. *John didn’t understand anything because it was easy but because he is

smart.
d. *John didn’t drink wine and any soda.

To interpret these data, we need to proceed stepwise, though. Even if we grant that the
monotonicity of the environment ofsomein (101) is affected in a way that makes it

30I assume thatnot everydoesn’t form a constituent: it is the spell-out of sentential negation and ofevery
in its scope (which means that the quantifier is contained in PolP). The fact thatnot everycannot appear in
object position lends some support to this assumption. Besides, split-scope, which is used as evidence in
favor of a similar analysis forno one,is also possible withnot every(althoughmustandsupposed todo not
allow split-scope, for a reason that I do not understand).

(i) (Context:Words of wisdom found on a management consultant’s blog.)
Although each member is entitled to be on the board, not everybody can be on the board.

NEG> CAN > EVERY

31If we replaceeveryonewith the existential (and NPI)a single person,narrow scope ofsomeis impossi-
ble. This is becausenot is sitting in Spec,PolP, just as it is presumably in (101b), and an existential cannot
modify the monotonicity of the context in this configuration.

(i) When Fred speaks French, not a single person understandssomething. *n.s. of SOME
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acceptable, there are still two options to consider, at least as far as (101a) and (101b)
are concerned. The presence of a universal quantifier (be it over individuals or over
instants) under a negation creates a DE environment, as can be checked intuitively:

(103) a. J red carK ⇒ J carK
b. Not everyone has a car⇒ Not everyone has a red car. (DE)

In the examples we have considered so far, the expressions that anti-licensesome,i.e.
negation and negative quantifiers, denote Downward-entailing functions which also
have the property of being Anti-additive (Zwarts 1998):

(104) Anti-additivity: A function f is Anti-additive (AA) iff f (A ∨ B) ⇐⇒ f (A)
∧ f (B)

The equivalence is intuitively verified by negation and by negative quantifiers e.g.no
one:

(105) a. John doesn’t smoke or drink⇐⇒ John doesn’t smoke and John doesn’t
drink

b. No one smokes or drinks⇐⇒ No one smokes and no one drinks

All AA functions are also DE functions; but the reverse is nottrue. The presence of a
universal quantifier under negation creates a DE, non Anti-additive environment:

(106) a. Not everyone has a car⇒ not everyone has a red car. (DE)
b. Not everyone smokes and not everyone drinks6⇒ not everyone smokes

or drinks. (not AA)

So it is conceivable thatsomeis only illicit in AA environments. But it is equally
conceivable thatsomeis illicit in all DE environments (AA environments are DE):
the Chierchia ‘interveners’ ruin the monotonicity of the environment ofsome,and its
acceptability conditions are therefore met in the presenceof an intervener (provided
the strengthened meaning is taken into account).

(107) a. [[Not everyone]α1 understands t1 ]
b. J(107a)Ks = ¬∀x [person’(x)→ understand’(x,α ’)] ∧ ∃y [person’(y)∧

understand’(y,α ’)]

(107a), when evaluated with the functionJ·Ks, is non-monotonic w.r.t. the position of
α (cf. (99)).

At this point in the discussion, adjudicating between the two options (intolerance
to AA environments vs. intolerance to merely DE environments) is impossible. But in
the next section 4.1.3, I provide evidence in favor of the hypothesis thatsomeis illicit
in DE environments, therefore in favor of the hypothesis that in (101) indirect scalar
implicatures are factored in that ruin the monotonicity of the environment.
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4.1.3 Downward-entailingness or Anti-additivity?

With the new polarity clash test 3.3 in hand, we can turn to thequestion of the logical
property that anti-licensessome.I have been assuming that DEness anti-licensessome.
But this view is usually rejected, since strictly DE expressions such asat most five
peopledo not seem to be disruptive, whereas AA expressions such asno oneclearly
are:

(108) a. When Fred speaks French, at most five people understand something.
b. *When Fred speaks French, no one understands something.

One difference that this kind of descriptions omit is that the syntactic position of sub-
ject DE quantifiers is not the same as the position of negation(and consequently of
negative quantifiers): if we assume that the former are interpreted in Spec,TP, we are
led to the conclusion that negative quantifiers are interpreted lower than T. In fact, neg-
ative quantifiers are the spell-out of negation and of an existential quantifier: therefore
a subject negative quantifier inevitably creates a DE environment in the local PolP of
an object PPI, while a subject DE quantifier doesn’t. The pairshown in (108) is thus in-
conclusive: it is impossible to tell whether (108a) is grammatical because strict DEness
is innocuous, or because the subject quantifier, although itis a potential offender, is far
enough to leave the PPI unaffected in its smallest domain. Inorder to ascertain whether
strict DE expressions anti-licensesome,I propose that we set up a configuration with
two PIs, a PPI (some)and an NPI (any), such that we enforce the following alternative:
either checking occurs on a constituent where the NPI is not in a DE environment (and
therefore yields an error), or the NPI and the PPI are both in astrictly DE environment.
The latter is the only viable option: only it makes room for the licensing of the NPI. All
that matters now is the fate of the PPIsome.The prediction is the following: ifsome
is impervious to DEness, the sentence is grammatical, whereas if someis vulnerable
to DEness, the sentence is out. (109a) realizes the envisaged configuration, and the
data lend support to the hypothesis thatsomeis anti-licensed by DEness, contrary to
the consensus: in (109a), the strictly DE expressionat most five peopleoutscopes both
someoneandanything, neither can be independently licensed (assuming that the NPI
cannot raise out of PolP), and the result is clearly deviant.

(109) a. *At most five people sold someone anything.
b. (109a): *[

TP ➘1 ➘2
at most 5 peopleT [

PolP ➚1 ➚2
someone2

anything1 sell t2 t1 ]]

The important lesson that we can draw from this is that the PPIsomeis vulnerable
to DEness, rather than Anti-additivity. Issomealso vulnerable to non-monotonicity?
We can now answer this question: although negation creates AA environments, the
presence of a quantifier in its scope alters the logical properties of the environment
below: from AA it becomes strictly DE (cf. (106) on p. 35).
Someis licit in those environments created by quantificational interveners (110), but
we’ve just established that it is vulnerable to DE environments.

(110) Not everyone understands something. Xn.s. of SOME
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We are faced with a paradox. The solution lies in the obligatory indirect scalar implica-
ture that a strong scalar term yields in a DE environment (following Chierchia (2004)).
Once the SI is factored into the meaning of the constituent, the environment of the PPI
is non-monotonic. Consequently,someis not vulnerable to non-monotonicity. This
conclusion is directly corroborated by (111), wheresomeis in the scope of a non-
monotonic quantifier in its smallest possible domain: PolP is non-monotonic w.r.t. its
position because the composition of a DE function and of a non-monotonic function
is non-monotonic;32 the theories which make use of the notion of immediate scope
(such as Szabolcsi 2004)33 will also conclude from (111) that non-monotonic func-
tions are not PPI anti-licensers sincesomecan be interpreted in the immediate scope of
a non-monotonic function.

(111) No salesclerk sold exactly 2153 people *anything/something.34

Xn.s. of SOME

Someis not vulnerable to non-monotonicity and it is not vulnerable to upward-entail-
ingness either, therefore only downward-entailingness anti-licenses it. Any has sym-
metric properties: it is vulnerable to upward-entailingness and to non-monotonicity (I
exploit this fact further in section 6).

32To see this in an intuitive way, consider the following sentences. In a situation in which exactly ten
people brought a cake and exactly three people brought a chocolate cake, the entailment from (ia) to (ib)
doesn’t hold; in a situation in which exactly three people brought a cake and no one brought a chocolate
cake, the reversed entailment doesn’t hold:

(i) a. It’s not the case that exactly three people brought a cake.
b. It’s not the case that exactly three people brought a chocolate cake.
c. (ia) 6⇒ (ib)
d. (ib) 6⇒ (ia)

33Caveat: the notion of immediate scope is inherited from Linebarger 1980: it has survived in various
guises to this day. It is no longer claimed that any scope-bearing element interferes with licensing when
sandwiched between a licenser and an NPI. A number of such elements don’t create an interference, i.e.any,
bare plurals, non-numerical indefinites, embedding predicates, e.g. modal verbs. For example (I check that
the narrow scope reading ofany, which entails the wide scope reading, does exist by using a falsity test):

(i) —A: John doesn’t have to read anything.
—B: False, it is required that he reads.

Immediate scope is therefore no longer an empirically adequate notion but some authors continue to use it
nonetheless, whether or not they have an explanation to offer for the disruption facts that it was designed to
account for.

34For some speakers, non-monotonic quantifiers can license weak NPIs in their nuclear scope (Rothschild
2006). But high numbers in the restrictor do not allow this licensing. The potential confounding factor is
controlled for in (111):

(i) a. Exactly three students read anything.
b. *Exactly 2153 students read anything.
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Summary

Scalar implicatures can ruin the monotonicity of a constituent: they lead to the anti-
licensing of NPIs; symmetrically, they salvage PPIs in the scope of a clausemate anti-
licenser. There is no need to treat the NPI and the PPI phenomena differently: shielding
and intervention are one and the same thing, seen from two different angles. Depen-
dency allows us to demonstrate thatsomeis vulnerable to the very environments that
any is in need of. When they occur in the same surface position, they do so trough
different derivational histories. In some circumstances,a PI bears on its sleeves the
derivational history that led to its occurrence: this is thecase with deonticmust,whose
semantic scope w.r.t. negation is a reliable indicator of its syntactic position.

4.2 Scope of Deonticmust

The deontic modalmustis a PPI: this fact is carefully established in Homer 2010a,b(as
claimed first in Israel 1996, and recently in Iatridou and Zeijlstra 2009). The property
of mustthat bears directly on the present discussion is its abilityto QR past an offending
negation (I propose to call this movement ‘escaping’, cf. Homer 2010a). It is base-
generated under negation, as the head of a VP, but like all PPIs, it cannot remain in the
scope of a clausemate negation in an eligible constituent unless it is rescued or shielded
(it can also be interpreted under a superordinate negation). Therefore the LF of (112a),
which is precisely a case wheremustis neither rescued nor shielded, is as in (112b).

(112) a. John mustn’t leave. MUST>NEG;*NEG>MUST
b. [John1 must2 not t2 [ t1 leave ]]

Remarkably, whenmustis shielded, it cannot raise.35

(113) Not everyone must leave. *MUST>NEG; NEG>MUST

We can thus lay down the following principle:

(114) Principle of Laziness:For any constituent A, don’t move a PPIπ+ for ac-
ceptability purposes if A is not DE w.r.t. the position ofπ+.

Note that the mere presence of an intermediate quantifier (for example the existentiala
single person) doesn’t block the movement of the PPI:

(115) Not a single person must leave. MUST>NEG; *NEG>MUST

The hypothesis defended here explains the fact: the smallest possible domain ofmustin
(113) doesn’t have the same logical properties as the one in (112a). In the former,must
is in an AA environment, whereas in the latter it is either in aDE environment (if the
indirect scalar implicature triggered by the universal quantifier ‘someone must leave’
is not factored in) or in a non-monotonic environment (if theindirect SI is factored in).
We have no direct way to decide whether or not the implicatureis factored in in the case

35When it is not shielded, it can raise: there is no indication that it has to raise. Failure to raise leads to
ungrammaticality in a number of cases, but there is no evidence that some principle forces the modal to raise
whenever this is possible, cf. the discussion in 5.
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at hand: it is conceivable thatmustis only anti-licensed in AA environments, therefore
the incorporation of the SI into the meaning that is relevantto the computation of the
acceptability conditions is unnecessary and doesn’t take place; it is equally conceivable
that the SI is obligatorily incorporated. The latter hypothesis has more to recommend
itself than the former: weak NPIs are anti-licensed by Chierchia ‘interveners’, i.e. by
obligatory indirect SIs. If speakers could abstain from incorporating the SI at their
leisure along some kind of charity principle, weak NPIs could be saved, contrary to
fact. Whether the SI is incorporated or not, we lack evidenceto decide whethermustis
vulnerable to mere DEness or to Anti-additivity (because the polarity clash test doesn’t
apply, see section 9.2).

To sum up, the semantic scope of deonticmustw.r.t. negation unambiguously in-
dicates its syntactic position w.r.t. negation, because (i.) it has the ability to move past
an offending clausemate negation, and (ii.) it only moves when it has to; its scope is
therefore an indication of the polarity of its local context(the scope ofsomeon the
other hand is known to be particularly flexible, since it can always outscope negation,
perhaps because its semantic scope is the reflexion of a choice function construal rather
than of QR, see Reinhart 1997).

The interesting fact is observed whenmustis in the scope of two DE expressions,
the lower one being a clausemate negation: two readings obtain. The reason is that
two options arise:musttakes narrowest scope under the two DE expressions (there is
flip-flop, i.e. it is ‘rescued’ in the Szabolcsi sense of the word, as in (116a)) or it takes
intermediate scope between the two as in (116b).

(116) a. (Speaking about a five-year-old boy, whose parents are very demand-
ing.)
–This poor kid does so many chores: he mustdeonempty the dishwasher,
feed the dog, clean his bedroom, make his bed. . .
–Yes, you’re right, and I’m not sure that he mustdeonn’t rake the leaves
too. NEG> NEG> MUSTdeon

b. I know that John’s condition imposes drastic precautions, but even then
I’m not sure that he mustn’t rake the leaves.36

NEG> MUSTdeon>NEG

36The contracted formmustn’t is on its way out in certain dialects of English, for example American
English. But it is important to use it in our test, because thecontraction indicates that the negation is a
clausemate ofmust(Homer 2010d). The evidence that contraction is not possible with subordinate negation
comes from modals which can only take semantic scope over negation in non-contracted forms (just like
deonticmustand other root modals, abilitativecould is generated under negation; unlike deonticmust,it
need not raise past it (hence it cannot) because it is not a PPI):

(i) a. John couldabil not swim. COULD>NEG; NEG>COULD
b. John couldabil n’t swim. *COULD>NEG; NEG>COULD

Root modals are main verbs, which embed an infinitive. Non contracted forms of negation withmustare
either clausemate or subordinate negations (with no semantic difference between the two options):

(ii) John must not swim.
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The existence of these two readings is intriguing in the light of the Principle of Laziness
(114) (the prohibition on raising whenmustis shielded). If this principle is indeed at
play in grammar, then the intermediate scope ofmustshould be impossible: being
rescued,mustneed not raise past the clausemate negation, and therefore should not be
allowed to do so. But it can in fact optionally raise, as shownby (116b). The facts
become intelligible once seen from the cyclic perspective that we are advocating here.
Consider the following simplified LF (the labelYP AA x indicates that YP is AA
w.r.t. the position where the bearer of index x is interpreted):

(117) [
PolP2 ➚1

not sure [CP [
XP AA 1

[
PolP1 AA 1

not must1 [ he rake . . . ]]]]]

To derive the above facts, we need only consider three cases.

1. When licensing is checked on PolP1,mustis anti-licensed, and there is no room
for it to move anywhere above the offending negation: the sentence doesn’t con-
verge if the checking procedure stops at this stage.

2. There is however at least one constituent in the embedded clause which (i.) is
an eligible constituent for licensing purposes, (ii.) is larger than PolP1 and (iii.)
offers a landing site for the modal to raise to (it is labeled XP in the above LF): in
XP, mustis still anti-licensed prior to movement (i.e. in the LF shown in (117)),
but it is licensed after movement (i.e. in the LF shown in (118)). This is how the
intermediate reading illustrated in (116b) obtains. The reason this reading is tied
to the existence of an eligible constituent in the embedded clause is that QR is,
by a large consensus, clause-bounded.

(118) [
PolP2 ➘1

not sure [CP [
XP ➚1

must1 [PolP1 not t1 [ he rake . . . ]]]]]

3. Lastly, when anti-licensing is checked on PolP2 and movement hasn’t taken
place (117), the modal finds itself in a UE environment (it is rescued), there-
fore it doesn’t have to QR and cannot do so, per (114): reading(116a) obtains.

To sum up, there are two converging situations, and they giverise to the two observed
readings: the sentence converges either when licensing is checked on PolP2 of LF (117)
(reading (116a)), or when licensing is checked on some embedded XP of LF (118) that
contains PolP1 (the reading is illustrated in (116b)).37

37French deonticdevoir and falloir are PPIs too. They differ frommustin that they can but need not be
interpreted above a clausemate negation:

(i) Jean
Jean

ne
NEG

doitdeon
must

pas
NEG

faire
do

de
of

jogging.
jogging

‘John must not jog/John is not required to jog.’

The wide scope ofdevoir is blocked when it is shielded by a strong scalar term e.g.souvent‘often’. To
control for the position of the adverb (i.e. make sure that itis in the matrix) I replace the complement of the
modal with a pronoun (right-dislocation):

(ii) Jean
Jean

ne
NEG

le
it

doitdeon
must

pas
NEG

souvent,
often

faire
do

du
of-the

jogging.
jogging
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Importantly, we observe that QR is partially determined by PI acceptability. We
witness a movement which is only possible when a PI is not acceptable on a given
constituent: escaping seems to be blocked when made unnecessary (=when the PPI is
rescued), although it would have a semantic effect if it tookplace, and would hence be
allowed according to standard assumptions about movement,in particular Fox’s Scope
Economy Principle (Fox 2000). I don’t know of any other instance of such a condition
on QR.

5 Cyclicity

We have now gathered enough evidence about the licensing of PIs to draw some con-
clusions. First of all, the licensing procedure proceeds cyclically. I repeat some of the
crucial pieces of evidence below:

(119) a. Mary didn’t tell anyone that John didn’t do anythingto help the Mafia.
b. It’s impossible that someone isn’t hiding somewhere.

*w.s. of SOMEONE
c. It’s impossible that someone isn’t trying to hide somewhere.

Xw.s. of SOMEONE
d. *It’s impossible that someone stole anything.
e. It’s impossible that anyone stole something.
f. It’s impossible that someone isn’t eating anything. *n.s. of SOMEONE

This begs a fundamental question: what is licensing? Our licensing condition (73) says
that a PI is licensed provided that it is acceptable on some domain (and the other PIs
in that domain are concomitantly licensed within that domain). But why is one appro-
priate domain sufficient? The reader is probably accustomedto this kind of condition
about NPIs and might fail to see how puzzling it really is. When applied to PPIs, the
condition is perhaps more evidently intriguing. Why shoulda PPI be licensed provided
that it is acceptable on some domain? The requirement relative to a PPI is negative: it
must not be placed in a DE environment. But it is hard to see howthe existence of one
constituent which is not DE w.r.t. it can satisfy the requirement, given that there might
be an arbitrarily large number of constituents which are DE w.r.t. its position in the
same sentence. Global acceptability seems a priori more intuitive, but we know that it
is not enforced.

The mystery lies in the existential quantification in the licensing condition. Operator-
based approaches solve the puzzle by invoking feature checking (or a variant thereof).
But environment-based approaches don’t have a natural way of accounting for it. Or
so it seems: I propose that the best way to understand the existential condition is to
reverse the perspective. We usually call licensing of a PI what is in fact thevalidation
of a constituent.It is the cyclic nature of licensing which tells us that. If a constituent

‘Jean is not often required to jog.’(only reading)

I propose thatdevoirdeon can take narrow scope under a clausemate negation although it is a PPI because its
smallest possible domain is smaller than PolP. It is only when its licensing is checked on superconstituents of
PolP that it has to raise (unless the Principle of Laziness makes this movement impossible, due to shielding).
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contains no unacceptable PIs, it gets validated, and subsequent verifications of larger
constituents cannot change that. This suggests that there is a course of operations that
make up what is usually referred to as LF (assuming the standard Y model): polarity
checking is one such operation; the operations occur in a rigid order; operationn can
only take place if operationn-1 has been completed first; if one link of the chain is
missing, the whole derivation crashes.38 Validating a constituent sends it off to the
next operation: all the constituents have to be sent off to the next operation. Ungram-
maticality occurs when not all the constituents of a sentence are sent off to the next
level and this happens e.g. when all the eligible domains of NPI π−

k which are DE w.r.t.
π−

k contain PPIπ+
l and all the eligible domains of PPIπ+

l which are UE w.r.t.π+
l

contain NPIπ−
k (119d). Once a constituent is sent off (validated) it is no longer acces-

sible: in the case at hand, this means that the PIs it containscannot get anti-licensed or
manipulated in any way.

The next question is: when does the validation of a constituent occur? It is obvi-
ously not the case that for each node that the checking procedure runs into, the con-
stituent dominated by that node has to be validated, for two reasons. First, there exist
smallest possible domains (e.g. PolP forsome). Second, although every constituent
must be sent off, the number of shipments is not important. Consider a sentenceSwith
four levels of embedding;Scontains the NPIπ−

k in the most deeply embedded clause;
only S is DE w.r.t.π−

k : no constituent can be validated until the top node is reached. In
this case, only one shipment takes place. But what the inspection of mustreveals is that
validation can be delayed even when a constituent is found which is acceptable w.r.t.
all the PIs it contains: recall thatmustcan take either narrow or intermediate scope
when it is generated below two negations, one of which is a clausemate. The following
pair illustrates this fact (cf. also (116) on p. 39):

(120) a. The coroner is the most competent person I know but this is a free coun-
try: he does nothing that mustdeonn’t be done over again.

NEG> MUST > NEG
b. The coroner does nothing that mustdeonn’t be done over again, he is so

unbelievably incompetent! NEG> NEG> MUST

(121) a. (120a): [TP T [
PolP AA 1

not thing [CP that [
TP ➚1

must1 [PolP not t1

. . . ]]]]
b. (120b): [TP T [

PolP ➚1
not thing [CP that [TP [

PolP AA 1
not must1

. . . ]]]]

(120a) and (120b) exhibit two distinct derivational histories. The licensing ofmust
occurs on a larger constituent in the latter than in the former: the smallest constituent
containingmustthat gets sent off (validated) in (120b) is the matrix PolP (it is a sub-
constituent of the embedded clause in (120a)): on the matrixPolP, QR ofmustis either
blocked (ifmustis in its base position when the matrix PolP is scanned) or undone (if
QR has taken place to escape from negation when the embedded clause was scanned),
because it movesmustinto a AA environment; as a result, the modal is interpreted with

38In Homer 2010c, I provide evidence for a multilayered LF fromthe interaction between NPIs and pre-
suppositions.
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narrowest scope. This shows that is has not been licensed on the embedded clause: oth-
erwise it would be inaccessible (constituents where the licensing of a PI takes place are
by hypothesis sent off (validated)). In other words, validation can be delayed and is
not mandatory when possible. The ‘first’ occasion for validation occurs in the em-
bedded clause, when the modal QRs past the offending negation: the embedded CP is
UE w.r.t. its landing position, hence favorable. Validation can occur at this stage, as
evidenced by (120a), or be delayed, presumably even if the modal has not raised to a
secure position, as evidenced by (120b). To sum up, decisions relative to the point of
validation are made during the checking procedure; movements can take place at LF
that are motivated by the acceptability of PIs.

The latter fact might conjure up a different picture than theone I have just de-
lineated: one can imagine that there is no LF component separate from core syntax,
and that the interpretation processes are contemporaneouswith the syntactic deriva-
tion by phase. Perhaps PolP and the other domains of PIs are nothing but the phases
that syntactic theory postulates. The movements that are motivated by licensing pur-
poses do not, under this view, occur after the sentence has been spelled out but during
the derivation itself. Attractive though this alternativehypothesis may be, it raises an
issue. When phases are spelled out at their edge, they cannotbe frozen, i.e. the PIs
they contain cannot become inaccessible for licensing. Otherwise, an NPI separated
from a potential licenser by a phase boundary could not be licensed, contrary to fact.
Not all theories of phases assume that they are impenetrable(Fox and Pesetsky 2005),
therefore this idea is in principle viable. What is more troubling is that we seem to
have lost the explanation for the existential quantification in the licensing condition:
in the previous analysis, validation was a necessary condition for the continuation of
a multilayered interpretation process; in this analysis, we are back to the mystery that
I described earlier, i.e. it is not clear why the licensing procedure is cyclic rather than
global.

6 A Hypothesis aboutanyas a PPI in Disguise

One moral of the present investigation of polarity is thatsomeandany are in com-
plementary distribution, in the specific sense that cannot be licensed in the same envi-
ronment: the former is only acceptable in non-DE environments, and the latter is only
acceptable in DE environments. This is evident in minimallysmall structures, i.e. when
the polarity items occur in PolP and there is only one DE expression in that constituent:

(122) a. John didn’t understand something. *NEG>SOME
b. John didn’t understand anything.

One is easily misled into thinking they are not in complementary distribution because
of the way the licensing condition can be met. Suppose constituent A is scanned for
licensing, and A contains a position that is to be filled by eithersomeorany: only one of
the two is licit in A, but the other can be spelled out if it is licensed on a subconstituent
of A. This gives rise to the deceptive impression of optionality that emerges e.g. from
the two pairs below: on my account, in each of the sentences, the licensing of the PPI
doesn’t occur in the same constituent as the licensing of theNPI.
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(123) a. It is impossible that John understood something.
b. It is impossible that John understood anything.

(124) a. It is impossible that John didn’t understand something.
b. It is impossible that John didn’t understand anything.

Having established complementary distribution, we are ledto revive the very first idea
(Klima 1964) thatsomeandanyare only superficially different and are either identical
or very intimately related at some deeper level.

I want to pursue the idea thatanyis derived from a PPI (perhapssomeitself), and I
think French offers some interesting evidence in favor of this derivational link between
PPIs and NPIs. In French, singularquelqueis a PPI: just likesomein English, it is
illicit in the scope of a clausemate negation but can be rescued or shielded.

(125) a. *Jean
Jean

n’
NEG

a
has

pas
NEG

compris
understood

quelque
some

chose.39

thing
‘Jean didn’t understand something.’

b. Il
it

est
is

impossible
impossible

que
that

Jean
Jean

ait
have.SUBJ

compris
understood

quelque
some

chose.
thing

c. Il
it

est
is

impossible
impossible

que
that

Jean
Jean

n’
NEG

ait
have.SUBJ

pas
NEG

compris
understood

quelque
some

chose.
thing

d. Jean
Jean

ne
NEG

comprend
understands

pas
NEG

toujours
always

quelque
some

chose.
thing

Quelqueis grammatical under a clausemate negation when its restrictor is modified by
a certain relative clause in the subjunctive:

(126) Jean
Jean

n’
NEG

a
has

pas
NEG

compris
understood

quelque
some

chose
thing

que
that

ce
this

soit.
be.SUBJ

‘Jean didn’t understand anything.’

The phrase that results from the addition of the modifier is only licit in a DE environ-
ment: it is a (weak) NPI.

(127) a. *Jean
Jean

a
has

compris
understood

quelque
some

chose
thing

que
that

ce
this

soit.
be.SUBJ

Intended:‘Jean understood anything.’
b. *Quelque

some
chose
thing

que
that

ce
this

soit
be.SUBJ

a
has

eu
taken

lieu.
place

Intended:‘Anything took place.’
c. ??Exactement

exactly
trois
three

personnes
people

ont
have

compris
understood

quelque
some

chose
thing

que
that

ce
this

soit.
be.SUBJ

39The asterisk indicates that the narrow scope ofquelqueis impossible.
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Intended:‘Exactly tree people understood anything.’
d. ??Tout

all
le
the

monde
people

n’
NEG

a
have

pas
NEG

compris
understood

quelque
some

chose
thing

que
that

ce
this

soit.
be.SUBJ

Intended:‘Not everybody understood anything.’
e. Moins

less
de
of

trois
three

personnes
people

ont
have

compris
understood

quelque
some

chose
thing

que
that

ce
this

soit.
be.SUBJ

‘Fewer than three people understood anything.’

Furthermore, there is a strong intuition that the effect of the subjunctive relative is
a widening of the domain thatquelquequantifies over. Summing up, French has a
productive way of forming NPIs, which exhibit the widening property described as
characteristic of weak NPIs in Kadmon and Landman’s (1993) classic study and in
much subsequent work.

But all we see really is a PPI being salvaged by the addition ofan appropriate
modifier. The addition is only licit when the acceptability of the PPI is checked on
a constituent which is DE w.r.t. the PPI: when there is no DE-environment that the
modified PPI is placed in, it is excluded. Recall that when we discussedmust(section
4.2) we observed that it cannot raise across negation when itis shielded, i.e. when it
is in a non-monotonic environment. I then laid down aPrinciple of laziness(114) to
the effect that the movement of a PPI is disallowed when it is unnecessary. We can
profitably generalize it as follows:

(128) Principle of Laziness Generalized:For any constituent A, don’t modify PPI
α (either by movement or by adjunction), ifα is not anti-licensed in A.

The principle is too strong as it stands: PPIs are salvaged bypostnominal modifica-
tion ((150b), (151b), and (152b) and their French equivalents) but they can appear with
some of the modifiers (but not the subjunctive relativeque ce soit) outside of DE en-
vironments. It is therefore necessary to add some restriction to the principle: certain
modifications are disallowed outside of DE environments. I leave to future research
a characterization of the modifications that salvage PPIs. But what we can already
glean from our data is that a subset of the salvaging modifications (the domain widen-
ing ones) share some property with QR: this property makes them improper out of
DE environments. Suppose the two operations, QR and domain-widening modifica-
tion, form a class: let’s call themρ operations. What could the property that uni-
fies them be? An answer suggests itself (it is in keeping with previous research on
NPIs (Kadmon and Landman 1993)): in DE environments (and only there) theρ op-
erations have the effect of yielding an outcome which is logically stronger than their
input. Their execution might be ruled by the following principle (a generalization of
Kadmon and Landman’s 1993 principle40), which applies locally:

40Here is how they define strengthening:
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(129) Strengthening Principle: Apply aρ operation only if it leads to strengthen-
ing.

First consider the PPImust,analyzed as a universal quantifier over possible worlds:
the meaning of XP after QR of the modal past negation is logically stronger than its
meaning prior to movement.

(130) a. [XP not must [YP ]]
b. [XP must1 not t1 [YP ]]
c. J (130b)Ks ⇒ J (130a)Ks

Cases where QR ofmustis blocked are cases where the output is not stronger than the
input:41

(131) a. [XP not every must [YP ]]
b. [XP must1 not every t1 [YP ]]
c. J (131b)Ks 6⇒ J (131a)Ks

d. J (131a)Ks 6⇒ J (131b)Ks

(132) a. [XP [ not sure [not must [YP ]]]
b. [XP [ not sure [ must1 not t1 [YP ]]]
c. J (132a)Ks ⇒ J (132b)Ks

We can hypothesize that the movement ofmustis blocked when it doesn’t yield a log-
ically stronger meaning. Similarly, the addition ofque ce soit,if it is indeed a domain
widener, leads to strengthening only in DE environments, i.e. in those environments
where it is licit.

(133) a. *Jean n’a pas compris quelque chose.
b. ¬∃x∈D (understand’(j,x))
c. Jean n’a pas compris quelque chose que ce soit.
d. ¬∃x∈D’ (understand’(j,x)) with D⊆ D’
e. (133d)⇒ (133b)

(134) a. Jean a compris quelque chose.
b. ∃x∈D (understand’(j,x))
c. *Jean a compris quelque chose que ce soit.
d. ∃x∈D’ (understand’(j,x)) with D⊆ D’
e. (134b)⇒ (134d)

(i) STRENGTHENING: Any is licensed only if the widening that it induces creates a stronger state-
ment, i.e. only if the statement on the wide interpretation⇒ the statement on the narrow interpreta-
tion. Kadmon and Landman 1993, p.
369]

41Caveat: in (132), QR movesmustinto a position with respect to which XP is DE (the composition of
negation andsure,which is a UE quantifier over possible worlds, yields a DE function). We know for sure
thatmustis vulnerable to Anti-additivity, but we cannot rule out thepossibility that it is in fact sensitive to
downward-entailingness (the reason is that the polarity clash test is negative withmust,cf. 9.2 on p. 60). If
it is indeed anti-licensed by DEness, the ban on QR in (132) cannot be blamed unequivocally on laziness.
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To sum up, French has an overt modifierque ce soitwhose effect is to turn a PPI into
an NPI and this transformation comes with domain widening, which is a hallmark of
Englishany. I thus venture the hypothesis thatany in English is nothing but a PPI
(eithera or some) salvaged by an analogue ofque ce soit.42 Someandanyare thus in
complementary distribution because the latter is nothing but a PPI with a modification
that is only licit whereversomeis not.43 Needless to say, much more work is needed to
verify this hypothesis: as a starting point, we need to establish thata is anti-licensed in
DE environments); furthermore, a challenge awaits us: the smallest possible domain of
some(PolP) is not the same as the smallest possible domain ofany for some speakers
(it is smaller than PolP), therefore it is unlikely that theyare derivationally related.44

The benefit of this hypothesis is that it does away with a long-standing puzzle,
namely the licensing ofany. Anyis the form that a PPI takes when salvaged in DE
environments under a certain modification. We are thus left with one question: why are
PPIs of thesome-type anti-licensed in DE environments? The answer to the question
of the licensing ofanywill ensue from the answer to this more fundamental problem.

42A is a priori a more natural candidate thansome,asanycan be analyzed into a-n-y, where the morpheme
-y is aρ modifier (and the intervocalic [n] is euphonic).

43The PPI phenomenon is extremely robust across languages: tomy knowledge, the unacceptability of
indefinites—otherwise acceptable in simple positive sentences—under a clausemate negation is universal.
But not all languages have weak NPIs such as Englishany (for example, Italian has n-words, which do not
pattern exactly like NPIs).

44I want to point out that within English too, a derivational link between PPIs and NPIs is visible (although
the resulting NPI is strong):

(i) John didn’t understand a THING.

The indefinite is ungrammatical in (i) unlessthing bears a pitch accent. Interestingly, this accent is ungram-
matical outside of AA environments.

(ii) a. ??John understood a THING.
b. ??Fewer than three people understood a THING.
c. ??Exactly three people understood a THING.

A similar phenomenon takes place with the adjectivesingle:

(iii) John didn’t understand a single thing.

The prominent reading of (iii) is that John didn’t understand anything. This meaning is not the expected one:
one expects to get the negation of‘John understood a single thing’,which is true e.g. in a situation in which
John understood two things. (iii) can be viewed as an exemplification of aρ modification of the PPIa thing:
outside of AA environments,a single thingonly has its literal—exhaustified—meaning, not the non-literal
one. Since Lahiri 1998, there is a tradition that views strong NPIs (the ones that require AA environments)
as being accompanied with a hiddeneven: the accent onthing in (i) might be a phonological marker of the
presence of the silent focus particle. We could hypothesizethat the presence ofevenis a way to salvage
a plain indefinite PPI, and that this salvaging mechanism cannot be used outside of certain environments.
One glitch is that the derivational link that I proposed betweenany andsomemade sense insofar as they
are in complementary distribution: buta thing anda single thingare only vulnerable to AA environments,
therefore if they derive from a PPI, this PPI has to be anti-licensed in AA environments only. And we
haven’t established yet thata (the natural candidate, also natural for the derivation ofany) is anti-licensed in
AA environments.
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7 Someis not an Intervener

There is a possibility that we haven’t excluded yet: so far, all the ungrammatical cases
that we’ve considered involve the PPIsomein one of the three configurations (assume
that the sentences that correspond to these templates contain no other occurrences of
PPI, NPI and negation, than the ones explicitly mentioned):

(135) A: *[S not . . . [S′ some . . . any ]]
B: *[ S not . . . [S′ . . .not . . . some . . . any ]]
C: *[S not . . . [S′ some1 . . .not . . . some2 ]]

A simple-minded generalization comes to mind, that targetssome(in A and B) and
some1 (in C) as the culprit: the quantifiersomecannot intervene either between an NPI
and the closest licenser, or between a negation that anti-licenses a PPI and the closest
rescuer of that PPI. Put more simply:somecannot intervene between a PI in need of
licensing and its potential licenser. I see two ways to make sense of this generalization.

The first one is easily dismissed: one might be tempted to extend Chierchia’s (2004)
proposal, originally designed to account for so-called intervention effects ofevery, and,
numerals,because-clauses etc., tosome.But notice that it is impossible that the dis-
ruption effects be due to a scalar implicature: althoughsomeis a scalar term, it is a
weak one (therefore it only triggers a SI in a non-DE environment), and in the cases
that we are concerned with, the only constituents whereany (in A and B) andsome2
(in C) have a chance of being licensed are DE w.r.t. the position ofsome/some1.

The second way goes as follows:somecreates an intervention, and this interven-
tion has nothing to do with its PPIhood (therefore what I described as polarity clashes
are but spurious effects). If we are unable to respond to thischallenge, the new data
that we produced bring little support to the environment-related hypothesis: in effect,
operator-based hypotheses have been developed that deal with the disruption effects
created byeveryandand (Beck 2006) and treatingsomeas a member of the class of
interveners wouldn’t be too big a stretch for those theories. Suppose for example that
we hypothesize that (i.) an NPI needs to be in the scope of at least one DE operator in
order to be licensed (there must be a syntactic dependency between the NPI and the DE
operator, i.e. c-command); (ii.)somecreates an intervention whose result is to break
the syntactic dependency that the licensing condition requires. Such a theory cannot
explain all the facts that I put forward in favor of the environment-based theory (e.g. the
flip-flop data), but it can explain why the presence ofsomebetween a DE operator and
an NPI leads to the anti-licensing of the NPI (in the configurations A and B). Turning
to PPIs, suppose that we hypothesize that a negation and a clausemate PPI in its scope
turn into an NPI, which requires being in the scope of at leastone DE expression to be
licensed (see Szabolcsi 2004 for such a theory). Ifsomedisrupts the licensing of NPIs,
configuration C in (135) boils down to a case of anti-licensing of an NPI.

I see at least four reasons to maintain that polarity clashesexist and that they lend
support to the environment-based approach: (1.) clashes occur even whensomeis
c-commanded byany, (2.) other PPIs besidessomecreate a clash, (3.) the clash is
sometimes mitigated (in circumstances in which the intervention effect is not) and (4.)
the clash can be avoided by applying a strategy which also salvages PPIs outside of the
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multiple-PI configurations.
1. First of all, we can construct configurations where ungrammaticality ensues

from the co-occurrence of an NPI and a PPI in that order (theseare cases where the
PPI cannot act as an intervener because it is lower than the NPI). If we are right in
assuming thatsomehas PolP as its smallest possible domain, we need to place an
NPI in this domain; no DE expression can appear in this domain, because we want to
exclude direct anti-licensing of the PPI as a cause of ungrammaticality. One way to
achieve the result is to use a double object construction where the expression denoting
the Goal is an NPI and the expression denoting the Theme is a PPI (this is a very
simple modification of (109a)). Assuming that the relative scope of the quantifiers at
LF remains what it is on the surface (because of scope freezing, cf. Bruening 2001) and
that the NPI doesn’t raise out of PolP, we expect the result tobe bad because all eligible
constituents have the same polarity w.r.t. both PIs as the LFshows. This prediction is
borne out:

(136) a. *At most five people sold anyone something.
b. (136a): *[

TP ➘1 ➘2
at most 5 peopleT [

PolP ➚1 ➚2
anyone2

something1 sell t2 t1 ]]

With the verbtell, we replicate the effect with two PIs of opposite polarity in the same
PolP (with both surface orders exemplified in (137a) and (137b)).

(137) a. *At most five people told anyone something.
b. *At most five people told someone anything.

Sincetell can be constructed with a propositional complement, it offers an interesting
testing ground for our hypothesis. The PPI in the embedded clause can be licensed
before the NPI in the matrix can be licensed (and (138a) is correctly predicted to be
grammatical); however an NPI in the embedded clause cannot be licensed without anti-
licensing the PPI in the matrix andvice versa(and (138b) is correctly predicted to be
ungrammatical):

(138) a. At most five people told anyone that someone had come.
b. *At most five people told someone that anyone had come.

2. Second, other PPIs besidessome,e.g.would rather,create polarity clashes with
any,witness (139d).45

45I was not able to find speakers of the dialect in whichwould rather is a PPI. The data are taken from
Baker 1970, p. 178: Baker shares the intuition that underlies the present article and proposes a rule of polarity
reversal which takes into account all clausemate PIs: ‘one polarity-sensitive item in a subordinate clause can
have its polarity reversed only if all such elements do.’

Van der Wouden (1997) comments on (139d) (p. 170): he shares the intuition developed in this article,
since he suggests that ‘an NPI and a PPI must be checked at the same time or under the same construction.’
He proposes to view the rescuing facts as a cancellation of negation and explains that the DE operator, being
unavailable, cannot license an NPI in its scope (and conversely, without cancellation, the PPI is not available).
However he immediately discards what he calls a ‘simple story in terms of negation cancellation’ in view of
the cases where a combination of two DE operators doesn’t anti-license an NPI (i.e. lack of flip-flop). The
facts that sentences such as (139d) exemplify are left unexplained.
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(139) a. He would rather be in Montpelier.
b. *He wouldn’t rather be in Montpelier.
c. There isn’t anyone here who wouldn’t rather do something downtown.
d. *There isn’t anyone here who wouldn’t rather do anything downtown.

[Baker 1970, ex. 46a]

The NPI anythingcannot be licensed in the embedded PolP due to the presence of
the anti-licensedwould rather; the next constituents wherewould rathercan be li-
censed (matrix PolP and its superconstituents) are constituents in whichanythingis
anti-licensed. Changing the complement ofdo from the NPIanything into the PPI
something(139c) rescues the sentence (all three PIs are licensed on matrix PolP).

(140) a. (139c): [TP T [
PolP ➚1 ➚2 ➘3

not anyone3 [CP [TP T [
PolP ➘1 ➘2

not [would rather]2 something1 do t1 ]]]]]
b. (139d): *[TP T [

PolP ➚1 ➚2 ➘3
not anyone3 [CP [TP T [

PolP ➘1 ➘2

not [would rather]2 anything1 do t1 ]]]]]

3. Third, if we adopt the perspective of theories that hold thatevery, always, and,. . .
act as interveners (i.e. as elements that disrupt the syntactic dependency between an
NPI and its licenser) and want to includesomein the class of interveners, we expect
someto pattern with the foregoing elements. But it doesn’t, and the circumstances
in which it fails to cause a disruption have a better chance offalling out from the
environment-based approach than from the intervention approach. Let us see why.
We’ve seen that the co-occurrence ofsomeandany is ungrammatical in the scope of
a superordinate negation or negative quantifier, and also inthe scope of strictly DE
quantifiers. But speakers judge that there is a very significant contrast between those
cases (reproduced below as (141)) and (142c), where the PIs co-occur in the restrictor
of if ((142a) and (142b) are controls). Importantly, (142c) is also significantly better
than (143), whereeveryreplacessome.By itself, the latter contrast indicates that the
effects induced bysomeandeveryare of a different brand.

(141) a. *I’m not sure that someone stole anything.
b. *No one claims that someone stole anything.
c. *At most five people sold someone anything.

(142) a. If someone stole a camera, we’re in trouble.
b. If John stole anything, we’re in trouble.
c. ?If someone stole anything, we’re in trouble.

(143) *If everyone stole anything, we’re in trouble.

The case ofif is particularly interesting, because it is standardly analyzed as being
non-monotonic on its restrictor (Lewis 1973, Heim 1984). Itis a well-known fact that
natural language conditionals do not exhibit the monotonicity properties of material
implication. For example, the ‘Strengthening of the Antecedent’ property doesn’t hold
of natural language conditionals:46

46Alternative theories, e.g. von Fintel 1999, have been developed which maintain that conditionals are
structures of universal quantification wherein theif-clause provides the restrictor: on this view,if-clauses are
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(144) Strengthening of the Antecedent: Ifif φ , ψ thenif φ ∧ φ ’, ψ .

(145) If this match were struck, it would light, but if this match had been soaked in
water overnight and it were struck, it wouldn’t light.

[modified from Stalnaker 1968].

The claim that antecedents of conditionals are non-monotonic faces an empirical chal-
lenge: weak NPIs are licensed in them, cf. (142b). If DEness is a necessary condition
for NPI licensing, this fact is left unexplained on the non-monotonic line. Heim (1984)
noted however that not all antecedents of conditionals licenseany, and she observed
that licensing only obtains in the presence of some background assumptions.

(146) a. If you read any newspaper at all, you are well informed.
b. #If you read any newspaper at all, you remain quite ignorant.

It is a commonly shared assumption that reading newspapers is a way of being informed
and that the more newspapers one reads, the better one is informed: given the additional
assumption, the following entailment holds:

(147) For any n’> n, if you read n newspapers, you are well informed⇒ if you
read n’ newspapers, you are well informed.

The background assumption provides what one might call pseudo-DEness, since we
observe in (147) a reversal of the direction of entailment in(148):

(148) For any n’> n, J n’ newspapersK ⇒ J n newspapersK

There is no plausible background assumption to the effect that the more newspapers
one reads, the more ignorant one remains, i.e. no assumptionthat could make up for
the inherent non-monotonicity ofif-clauses: this explains why (146b) is unacceptable.

Armed with this knowledge, we can now go back to (142c): on theif-clause, the
environment is strictly speaking non-monotonic for both PIs.

(149) (142c): [TP [
CP ≍1 ≍2

if someone2 anything1 t2 steal t1 ] T . . . ]

The PPIsomoneis therefore not anti-licensed;anythingis not licensed by this environ-
ment, but it is licensed in some derivative way, i.e. by the adjunction of the plausible
assumption that if we’re in trouble if John stole a thingx, we’re all the more in trouble
if John stolex and something else; this move secures what I called pseudo-DEness.
The question of course is the following: shouldn’t pseudo-DEness affect the PPI as
well? My answer to this question is at best a tentative one. The fact that (142c) is
slightly deviant suggests that simultaneously licensing the two PIs subjects the system
to some tension. We can suppose that pseudo-DEness anti-licenses PPIs; the restrictor
of if is both non-monotonic and (given the right background assumptions) pseudo-DE.
When the system checks for the licensing ofsomeandany in such a constituent, it
needs to integrate pseudo-DEness for the latter and ignore it for the former, and avoids
a violation of the general licensing condition (73) at the cost of an inconsistency (and

monotonic, more specifically downward-entailing, and appearances to the contrary, cf. (145), ought to be
blamed on changing domain restrictions.
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this inconsistency is presumably less harmful than a plain violation of the licensing
condition).

4. Fourth, there is a way to alleviate the ungrammaticality that arises from the
presence ofsomein the scope of a clausemate negation, that we haven’t discussed yet
(it is not described in the literature, as far as I know). Adding an overt restriction to
the restrictor of the quantifier in the form of a relative clause or a reduced relative
clause (of which a postnominal adjective is an instantiation) significantly improves the
acceptability ofsome(prenominal modification doesn’t have the same effect):

(150) a. *John didn’t hire someone. *NEG>SOME
b. John didn’t hire someone that he didn’t like. NEG>SOME

(151) a. *I didn’t buy something. *NEG>SOME
b. I didn’t buy something from Eastern Europe. NEG>SOME
c. *I didn’t buy some Eastern European thing. *NEG>SOME

(152) a. *John never invited someone. *NEG>SOME
b. John never invited someone honest. NEG>SOME
c. *John never invited some honest person. *NEG>SOME

This phenomenon bears resemblance to subtrigging (LeGrand1975), wherebyany is
acceptable—in a context which is neither negative nor modalor generic—thanks to the
presence of a postnominal modification of the restrictor of the quantifier (see Dayal
2004):

(153) a. *Any student signed the petition.
b. Any student who went to the meeting signed the petition.
c. Any student at the meeting signed the petition.
d. Any student there signed the petition. [Dayal 2004, ex. 3]

I won’t attempt to offer an explanation of the subtrigging phenomenon (i.e. licensing
by modification), but will content myself with proposing that the cases of improve-
ment ofsomethat we are considering should be subsumed under it. We expect that
subtrigging improves the sentences where the co-occurrence of a PPI and an NPI in all
eligible constituents normally leads to unacceptability (provided that it leaves intact the
monotonicity of the context and doesn’t harm the NPI). This prediction is borne out:
there is a correlation between the acceptation of (152b) andthe acceptation of (154b)
among speakers.47

(154) a. *It is impossible that someone stole anything.

47There is an obvious counterproposal. In all of the above pairs, the second sentence is associated with an
inference. For example:

(i) John never invited someone honest.
 John sometimes invited someone.

It is possible that this inference is a scalar implicature that derives, through the standard Gricean procedure,
from the Maxim of Quantity. Consider (150), (151) and (152);in each of them, the grammatical counterpart
of the a. sentence is logically stronger than the b. sentence. For concreteness:

(ii) ¬∃x [person’(x)∧ invite’(j,x)] ⇒¬∃x [person-honest’(x)∧ invite’(j,x)]
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b. ?It is impossible that someone honest stole anything.

Adding a postnominal modifier to the restrictor ofeverydoesn’t have the same mitigat-
ing effect:

(155) *It is impossible that everyone who is honest stole anything.

Summing up, the environment-based approach (specifically the cyclic hypothesis) can
be upheld against the potential counter-analysis that I outlined. Operator-based ap-
proaches are hard-pressed to explain the new facts introduced in this section, which
strongly suggest that polarity clashes are real. After discussing hypothetical analyses, I
turn in the next section to the examination of an actual theory, namely Szabolcsi 2004,
which departs radically from mine in two important ways: it is operator-based and it
reduces PPIhood to NPIhood (while I attempt a symmetric reduction).

8 Szabolcsi 2004

Szabolcsi proposes that the commonalities that one observes between PPIs and cer-
tain NPIs are not an accident: in her analysis,somebehaves like a weak NPI when it
falls in the immediate scope of an anti-additive operator, i.e. it needs to be licensed.
Rescuing—whereby an occurrence ofsomein the so-called immediate scope of a
clausemate negation ends up being acceptable only ifsomeand the clausemate nega-
tion are outscoped by a DE expression—is thus a simple instance of licensing of a weak
NPI. Anti-additivity is the logical property thatsome-type PPIs are vulnerable to, i.e.
the property that induces the NPI-like behavior; strict DEness leavessome-type PPIs
unaffected. This rule is supported, in Szabolcsi’s view, bythe following contrast:

(156) a. No one called someone. *n.s. of SOME
b. At most five people called someone X n.s. of SOME

If the (grammatical counterpart of the) a. sentence is an alternative to the b. sentence, it gives rise to an
implicature. Factoring in this scalar implicature (i.e. calculating the strengthened meaning, as in Chierchia
2004) yields a non-monotonic context, and this has the effect of shielding the PPI e.g. in (152b) because all
eligible constituents are non-monotonic w.r.t. its position.

(iii) J (152b)Ks = ¬∃x [person-honest’(x)∧ invite’(j,x)] ∧ ∃x [person’(x)∧ invite’(j,x)]

The situation is more complex than it looks however: the factthat prenominal modification doesn’t salvage
PPIs—although it feeds the SI mechanism—suggests that SIs are not in fact at work in the grammatical
sentences. Yet, some data seem to support the implicature line. It is possible to salvagesomewithout
directly modifying its restrictor, as shown in (iv) (Tim Stowell, p.c.), where context and the adverbialfor a
changecontribute to making the PPI acceptable. It is plausible that for a changetriggers the implicature that
Mary said something on other occasions.

(iv) (Mary can’t help raising her hand to express her views inclass. Guess what. . . )
For a change, she didn’t say something.
 Mary sometimes said something.

Notice in closing that if a SI salvages the PPI when it is modified postnominally, we expect the NPI to be
anti-licensed in (154b). The judgments of the speakers I’vepolled so far show otherwise.
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The explanandum is thus the effect of clausemate anti-additive operators onsome.Sza-
bolcsi proposes thatsomehas two NEG or ‘NPI features’, and that these NEG features
act just like negations:someis one possible spell-out of an item which has the se-
mantics of a doubly negated existentialλPλQ¬¬∃[P(x) ∧ Q(x)]. The higher negative
feature can interact with an operator to form a binary resumptive quantifier: but only
clausemate anti-additive operators qualify (it is a ‘strong-NPI’ feature); the lower neg-
ative feature can also form a resumptive quantifier with an operator, which only needs
to be DE (it is a ‘weak-NPI’ feature). The operator can be DP-internal, it need not be
external, which means that the lower NEG feature can combinewith the higher one.
The PPI phenomenon is thus reduced to the NPI phenomenon (analyzed as the for-
mation of a resumptive quantifier with an external DE operator). This is one original
and appealing feature of the proposal; another one is that there is strictly speaking no
licensing or anti-licensing. In this system,someandanyare the mere morphological
reflexes of semantic processes whereby negative features combine with operators to
form resumptive quantifiers. A third form, namelyno, is a possible spell-out for the
form¬¬∃: Postal (2000), whose system is partially inherited by Szabolcsi, underlines
that any andno have one property in common, i.e. they can host exceptives, and for
that reason proposes that they are underlyingly identical (he argues that they are both
ambiguous between an existential and a negative reading).48 We have thus asome-any-
no paradigm, and the choice is controlled by pronunciation rules, which decide which
form gets to be pronounced, depending upon the number of negative features that en-
ter the semantic process and the position of the operator with which the quantifier is
formed (Szabolcsi uses the wording ‘is licensed by’ or ‘is deleted by’ as shortcuts for
‘forms a resumptive quantifier with’):

(157) Szabolcsi’s 2004 pronunciation rules:
a. one NEG is left in place: pronounceno;
b. two NEG’s are left in place: pronouncesome;
c. no NEG is left in place:

(i) two NEG’s are licensed DP-externally: pronouncesome;
(ii) elsewhere: pronounceany.

Let us look at some examples:

(158) a. John saw something.
b. John didn’t see anything.

48The important facts are illustrated in the following paradigm:

(i) a. John said nothing but hello.
b. John didn’t say anything but hello.
c. At most five people said anything but hello.
d. *John said something but hello.

Postal claims thatno andanyare ambiguous between a¬∃ and a¬¬∃ construal: the former allows excep-
tives, while the latter doesn’t. Pronunciation rules determine which of the two forms gets to be pronounced.
In the¬∃ construal, the negative feature is strong (it needs an anti-additive licenser); in the¬¬∃ construal,
both negations are weak.
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c. John saw nothing.
d. It’s impossible that John didn’t see something.

In each of the above four cases, the item that is inserted has the semantics of a dou-
bly negated existential. The derivation of (158a) is as follows: the two NEG features
are left in place, and they cancel each other out semantically; someis pronounced
per (157b). In (158b), the higher NEG feature ‘licenses’ thelower one and sentential
negation ‘licenses’ the higher one:any gets pronounced per (157cii). In (158c), the
higher NEG feature ‘licenses’ the lower one, and remains in place: no is pronounced
per (157a). Lastly, in (158d), the higher NEG feature is ‘licensed’ by clausemate nega-
tion and the lower one is ‘licensed’ by the superordinate DE expression:someis pro-
nounced per (157ci). Importantly, this is a failure proof system: the ungrammatical
forms are not ruled out after being generated, they are simply not generated. It bears
saying that, under those assumptions, there can in fact be nounderlying identity be-
tweensomeandany, by Szabolcsi’s own admission (her fn. 32). In effect, the order of
the strong and weak NPI features in the underlying representations cannot be the same:
in the underlying representation ofsome, it is NEGstrong > NEGweak, because if the
weak feature intervened, it would shield the strong one fromthe external anti-additive
licenser (recall that immediate scope is of the essence in this theory). Inversely, in the
case ofany, the higher negation deletes the lower one and remains in place; since it
can be licensed by a DE expression, it has to be weak: the orderin the underlying
representation has to be NEGweak> NEGstrong. This stipulated difference weakens the
proposal, as it deprives it of its main appeal, namely the underlying identity between
someandany. It reintroduces gaps in the paradigm: there is no pronunciation rule for
the outcome of neg-deletion within the underlying form¬s¬w∃: the remaining NEG
feature is strong, which means that we have a strong NPI in need of an anti-additive
licenser; Szabolcsi doesn’t say what quantifier this is.

In order to make the system empirically adequate, certain stipulations are in order.
First of all, Szabolcsi needs to rule out (159) (for the dialects that do not allow negative
concord).

(159) *John didn’t see nothing. (unless denial)

Her rule (157a) allows it however: the higher NEG is licensed(deleted) by sentential
negation (an anti-additive operator) and the lower NEG is left in place, thereforeno
should be pronounced. She proposes the following condition:

(160) The evenness condition on neg-deletion:Only an analysis with an even num-
ber of chained neg-deletions is well-formed.49

Second and more importantly, Szabolcsi has to stipulate that the two NPI features of
the inserted item—with the semantics¬¬∃—cannot be left in place in the immediate

49This rule doesn’t apply to DP-internal deletions, only to ‘chained’ ones (if I understand this notion of
‘chained neg-deletion’ correctly): in (i), the higher NEG feature licenses the lower one, and this is the only
neg-deletion operation that takes place.

(i) John saw nothing.
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scope of an anti-additive operator, i.e. thatsomeis not an option. This is certainly
unfortunate, as the unavailability ofsomeunder a clausemate negation is one of the core
facts that any theory of PPIs should account for in a principled way. Szabolcsi notices
that negation itself is unacceptable under a negative quantifier (unless the sentence is
used to express denial):

(161) *No one didn’t laugh.

She claims that this observation lends independent supportto the following principle
(which requires the other stipulation that sentential negation is a strong-NPI feature):

(162) Activation requirement: When a strong-NPI feature occurs in the immedi-
ate scope of a local anti-additive, it cannot remain unlicensed (unless
the anti-additive expresses denial). Resumption is obligatory in this
configuration.

(161) is ungrammatical because the only possible output is,per (162), one in which
the sentential negation is licensed. Yet another rule, specifically tailored to deal with
sentential negation, seems necessary here—Szabolcsi omits to provide it: this rule
should stipulate that the pronunciation of sentential negation is empty under an anti-
additive operator (since the correct form is‘No one laughed’). The application of
(157cii) should also be blocked.

The invulnerability to non-local anti-additive operatorsis not derived on principled
grounds: Szabolcsi proposes that it follows from the fact that the higher NEG feature
in the underlying form ofsomeis a strong-NPI feature, and certain strong NPIs require
a local licenser (it is a correlation rather than an explanation which is offered). This is
indeed true of the strong NPIin years, but not of the strong NPIsyetor until (they all
require anti-additive licensers):

(163) a. *It’s impossible that John has exercised in years.
b. It’s impossible that John can understand this yet.
c. It’s impossible that John left until the day after.

An explanation is missing, and the offered correlation is not even perfect, therefore the
theory cannot account for this very salient property of PPIs.

In addition to being stipulative on some of its crucial tenets, the theory has also
some shortcomings on the empirical front. It cannot accountfor the data presented
and discussed in this article. Specifically, it cannot predict the ill-formedness of the
configurations below as it is in essence an operator-based proposal. It is therefore
inconsistent with the existence of domains of PIs.

(164) a. *[ . . .not . . . [TP some . . . any ]]
b. *[ . . . not . . . [TP some . . . [PolP not . . . some ]]]
c. *[TP [at most five] . . . [PolP . . . some any ]]
d. *[TP [at most five] . . . [PolP . . . any some ]]

Claiming that (164a)-(164c) are bad becausesomeis an intervener is a nonstarter (in
Szabolcsi’s system, quantifiers that intervene between an operator and an item which
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contains negative features block the formation of resumptive quantifiers); we have
shown that there are good reasons to reject this hypothesis on empirical grounds (one
argument actually relies on (164d) shown above), but from the point of view of Sza-
bolcsi’s theory itself, it is not a desirable move: whilesomeandanydo not differ in
any substantial way according to it (they are both existential quantifiers underlyingly),
replacingsomein each of (164a)-(164c) withany leads to a grammatical result. This
difference is out of the reach of the theory.

Anti-additivity is not, paceSzabolcsi, the property that PPIs are vulnerable to;
only a theory which fully takes locality into account can show that this property is in
fact downward-entailingness. Since the explanation of thePPI facts crucially relies in
Szabolcsi’s theory on anti-additivity (as being the licenser of a strong negative feature),
the facts discussed here are at variance with it.

9 Open Problems

9.1 Computations Involving Non-monotonic Quantifiers

We have seen that a PPI anti-licensed by a clausemate negation gets rescued by a DE
expression. The explanation that I offered is that the context of the PPI on constituents
which include both DE expressions (the anti-licensing one and the rescuing one) is
upward-entailing. The environment-based approach was discarded by previous re-
searchers (Bhatt and Schwarz (2003), Szabolcsi (2004)) in favor of an operator-based
approach on the grounds thatsomeis not rescued by UE expressions: according to
them,someis anti-licensed by AA expressions; and the combination of aUE and a AA
expressions yields a strictly DE context.

(165) a. J Eastern-European LanguagesK ⇒ J European LanguagesK
b. More than two people don’t understand European languages⇒ More

than two people don’t understand Eastern-European languages. (DE)
c. More than two people don’t smoke and more than two people don’t

drink 6⇒ More than two people don’t smoke or drink. (not AA)

If the acceptability ofsomewas checked on its syntactic environment, the objection
goes, a UE function should rescue it by creating a DE environment when composed
with negation.50 For example in (166a), PolP is AA, while TP is strictly DE, w.r.t. the
position ofsomething.

(166) a. *When Fred speaks French, more than two people don’tunderstand some-
thing.

b. (166a): *[
TP ➘1

[more than two people] T [
PolP AA 1

not something1

t2 understand t1 ]]

This objection has no force since we have established thatsomeis in fact vulnerable to
DEness instead of Anti-additivity (4.1.3).

50According to Szabolcsi (2004), rescuers can only be DE expressions, i.e. NPI licensers, because a PPI
in the ‘immediate’ scope of a clausemate negation forms a non-lexical NPI with this negation, see 8 above.
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Opponents to environment-based licensing have also pointed out the lack of res-
cuing by non-monotonic expressions, and unlike the previous objection, this is indeed
a vexing issue. We have established thatsomeis not vulnerable to non-monotonicity,
and the theory defended here does predict thatsomeoneshould not be anti-licensed in
(167a), since there is an eligible constituent which is non-monotonic w.r.t. its position,
namely TP.

(167) a. *When Fred speaks French, exactly forty-two peopledon’t understand
something.

b. (167a): [
TP ≍1

[exactly forty-two people]2 T [
PolP ➘1

not something1

t2 understand t1 ]]

There are reasons however to take the counterargument with agrain of salt. It relies on
the universally accepted assumption that speakers make no mistakes in the computation
of monotonicity. This assumption might not be fully warranted, though. One can
construct a complex expression comprising a negative quantifier such that the context
created in its scope is not DE.Not exactly no oneis an example of such a complex non-
DE expression; it is a constituent, therefore it counts as anoperator and an operator-
based approach must take it into account.51 Although it creates a non-DE context (in
another parlance, it is a non-DE operator),not exactly no oneanti-licenses PPIs and
licenses NPIs:

(168) a. J red carK ⇒ J carK
b. Not exactly no one has a car.
c. Not exactly no one has a red car.
d. (168b)6⇒ (168c)

(169) Can you name a time when no one in the family behaved responsibly?

a. *Not exactly no one did something when Mary was in trouble,but she
received very little support from her relatives.

b. Not exactly no one did anything when Mary was in trouble, but she
received very little support from her relatives.

The truth-conditional meaning ofnot exactly no oneis clearly not DE; if it were the fol-
lowing sentence could be uttered truthfully in a context in which students who answer
all questions correctly pass the exam (contrary to fact).

51I assume thatNot exactly no oneis a constituent with the structure [[[not exactly] no] one]. The two
alternative constituencies that come to mind are unsatisfactory. First, suppose thatnot exactlyis a modifier at
the clausal level: [[not exactly] [TP no one. . . ]]. This makes the wrong prediction that the following sentence
is felicitous in the envisaged context:

(i) (Context:A new legislation is about to be adopted which bans the consumption of alcohol. But there
are a few legislative steps remaining. So one can say that at this stage. . . )
#Not exactly no one can drink alcohol.

Second, the constituency [not [[exactly no one] [VP ]]] runs into the problem that [[exactly no one] [VP ]] is
not well-formed.

(ii) #Exactly no one can drink alcohol.
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(170) If you want to pass the exam, you have to make not exactlyno mistakes.
[modified from Nouwen 2006]

There is a solid intuition that it is also non-UE, i.e. that (168c) doesn’t entail (168b):
the reason is thatnot exactly no one has a carseems to mean that a proportion close
(but non equal) to 0% owns a car (I propose that we refer to thiscomponent of the
meaning ofnot exactlyas the proximal component, using a term that is traditionally
used in the discussion of the meaning ofalmost, cf. Penka 2005, Nouwen 2006), and
one can construct a situation in which a very small proportion of people in the domain
own a red car, and a large proportion own a car.

Despite the strength of the intuition, I think one should exert caution here: it is
reasonable to think that the proximal component is not truth-conditional, but rather
is a scalar implicature (which I will not try to derive). Now,if not exactlydenotes a
non-monotonic function (i.e. it is neither DE nor UE, truth-conditionally), we are enti-
tled to think that speakers mistakenly treat the composition f ◦ g of a non-monotonic
function f and a DE functiong (the expression that denotesf precedes the expression
that denotesg) as being DE. And we thus expect, by parity of reasoning, thatthey will
also treat as DE the context created byexactly three peopleand negation in (167a).
Alternatively, ifnot exactlydenotes a DE function, we have found an instance in which
speakers are unable to compute the composition of two DE expressions (the result is in
fact UE): under this hypothesis, we have evidence that speakers can err in their mono-
tonicity computations, and (167a) might have the properties that lead to sub-optimal
computing.52

Chemla et al. (2010) have established experimentally that the notion relevant for
NPI licensing isperceivedrather thanactualdownward-entailingness: in other words,
the licensing condition is rightly phrased in terms of DEness (this notion is indeed oper-
ative), but speakers base their judgments on their perception of monotonicity, which is
not necessarily accurate. Further experiments are needed to determine whether speak-
ers perceive the context created underexactly threeand negation as DE, and similarly
for the context created bynot exactly no one.Pending the results of these investiga-
tions, it is imprudent to conclude from (167a) that environment-based approaches are
on the wrong track. Operator-related accounts (in particular Szabolcsi 2004) don’t fare
any better than my theory with regard to (169): ifnot exactly no oneis indeed a con-
stituent, it counts as an operator and the licensing patternis not expected given the
non-DEness (therefore the non-Anti-additivity) of that operator.

There is another case where the theory defended here incorrectly predicts that a
PPI should be rescued: I have in mind sentences where a weak scalar term should
rescue a PPI in its scope by triggering a direct SI (this is nota case that opponents to
environments have envisaged).

(171) a. When Fred speaks French, someone doesn’t understand something.
*n.s. of SOME

b. J (171a)Ks = ∃x [person’(x)∧ ¬∃y [understand’(x,y)]]∧

52Linear order seems to be of the essence, as we have seen that speakers can compute that the combination
of negation and a non-monotonic quantifier creates a non-monotonic context, when negation precedes the
non-monotonic-function-denoting expression, cf. (111).
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¬∀x [person’(x)→ ¬∃y [understand’(x,y)]]

If the direct scalar implicature is incorporated into the meaning that is relevant to li-
censing (just like indirect scalar implicatures are, cf. section 4), sentence (171a) is
non-monotonic w.r.t. the PPI, and given our previous conclusions, the PPI should be
acceptable on TP. This fact is reminiscent of the lack of anti-licensing by direct scalar
implicatures:

(172) a. At most five people people understand anything.
b. Direct scalar implicature:Some people understand something.

Chierchia’s (2004) solution to this puzzle is, in essence, that direct scalar implicatures
are calculated after licensing is checked (in subsequent work, Chierchia derives the
facts using two different operators, one for the calculation of scalar implicatures, one
for the checking of licensing, cf. Chierchia 2006). Maybe (171a) shows that direct
implicatures simply don’t enter the computation of licensing of PIs.53 It might also be
that anti-licensing ofsomein (171a) is yet another effect of the failure to perceive as
non-monotonic an environment which really is (when the source of non-monotonicity
precedes a DE function).

9.2 Deonticmust

In this paper, I have used the scopal properties of deonticmustto make an argument
in favor of the computation of PI licensing on syntactic domains. The syntactic scope
of mustw.r.t. negation derives from its being a PPI. We expect to witness a polarity
clash with NPIs, of the kind that we observed betweenanyon the one hand andsome,
still, andwould ratheron the other. The case in point is (173c) with narrow scope
any, where all domains on whichany is licensed are domains that contain a PPI in an
anti-additive environment.54

(173) a. I don’t think that John mustdeonread.
b. I don’t think that John mustdeonread something.
c. %I don’t think that John mustdeonread anything.
d. I don’t think that John hasdeon to read anything.

The evidence is mixed. Some speakers reject (173c) (for them, the only possible read-
ing of that sentence is one in which the modal is interpreted epistemically; it takes wide
scope over negation because epistemicmustis in their dialect—British English—a neg-
raiser as it can take semantic scope over a superordinate negation as in‘I don’t think
John must be very clever’interpreted as‘I think that John must not be very clever’).
But a majority accept it. At this stage, I can only offer speculations. First, focus seems

53This line of reasoning is potentially weakened by some factswhich suggest that an implicature might
play a role in the rescuing ofsome,discussed in fn. 47 on p. 52.

54A clarification is in order here: the verbthink is a neg-raiser, i.e. it is optionally and preferentially
interpreted as having semantic scope over negation. Under this interpretation, strong NPIs are licensed under
think as they find themselves in an anti-additive environment (they are not licensed under the non-neg-raised
interpretation: in that case the complement of the modal is aDE context, which results from the combination
of an anti-additive operator and an upward-entailing universal quantifier over possible worlds.)
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to play a role. It is possible to give deonticmustnarrow scope under negation with a
special accent, for example in:

(174) No one MUST vote.55

It is possible that speakers save (173c) from ungrammaticality by placing an accent on
mustthat I was not able to properly detect or control for. The alternative explanation I
would like to offer is that there might be a categorial ingredient to polarity clashes (the
NPIs and PPIs we have considered were all phrasal). The lack of clash betweenany
andmustcan actually be likened to a symmetric lack of clash betweensomeand the
NPI modalneedeven whensometakes wide scope overneed.

(175) In such a case, all someone need do is go to the police.

10 Conclusion

Polarity items are sensitive to the monotonicity of the constituents they appear in, as
evidenced by flip-flop, by dependency-related phenomena (polarity clashes), by the
effects of scalar implicatures, and by the scope ofmust.

Let us recapitulate the main configurations that illustratethe first two kinds of phe-
nomena (EDE stands for ‘DE expression’):

1. Flip-flop:

1.1 With NPIs (in French and in EnglishB):

*[ CP . . . [PolP EDE EDE [CP . . .π− . . . ]]] (21)

1.2 With PPIs:

a. [CP . . . EDE . . . [PolP EDE π+ . . . ]] (50)
b. *[CP . . . [PolP EDE EDE [CP . . . [PolP EDE π+ . . . ]]]] (52b)

2. Dependency:

a. *[CP EDE . . . [CP π+
k . . . [PolP EDE . . .π+

l . . . ]]] (64b)
b. *[CP EDE . . . [CP . . .π+ . . .π− . . . ]] (77b)
c. *[CP EDE . . . [CP . . . [PolP EDE . . .π+ . . .π− . . . ]]] (86aii)
d. [CP EDE . . . [CP π+

k . . . EDE . . .π−
l . . . ]] (86aiv)

e. [CP EDE . . . [CP . . .π− . . . [PolP . . .π+ . . . ]]] (89b)
f. *[ CP . . . EDE . . . [PolP π+ π− ]] (109a)
g. *[CP . . . EDE . . . [PolP π− π+ ]] (136a)

55This accent cannot givemustnarrow scope under a simple negation:

(i) You MUST not vote. *n.s. of MUST
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Armed with this knowledge, we have established thatsomeis vulnerable to downward-
entailingness, and is therefore never licensed in the same domains asany. This paves
the way for a unification of the NPI and the PPI phenomena: in light of some direct
evidence from French, I propose thatanyis the spell-out of a modified PPI and that the
fundamental puzzle is: why issomeunacceptable in DE environments?
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